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National Board Certification promotes:
Better Teaching -  Better Learning - Better Schools

National Board Certification offers a way for teachers 
to take a new look at their teaching and feed their 
desire for professional growth. Comparable to 

established standards in other professions, certification is 
a highly regarded process created and judged by teachers 
for the National Board fo r  Professional Teaching 
Standards (NBPTS).

To become a National Board Certified Teacher, teachers 
complete a performance-based assessment that requires 
documenting subject matter knowledge, demonstrating 
the ability to teach subjects effectively and showing a 
proven ability to manage and measure student learning.

According to a recent study by the University of North 
Carolina at Greensboro, National Board Certified Teachers 
outperform their peers in teaching expertise and student 
achievement. And many experts agree that National Board 
Certified Teachers have a positive impact beyond their 
classroom, improving teaching, learning and schools.
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To learn more about the benefits of becoming a National Board Certified Teacher, 
please contact the NBPTS at 1-800-22TEACH or visit www.nbpts.org.

"National Board Certification addresses 
professiona i.m in teaching _ . it's a tool 
that the profession really needs."

USA Today, October 19,20GB article

"National Board Certification is the 
country's highest teaching honor. When 
teachers are good, students are more 
motivated, parents are more engaged 
and (a school) administration's work 
is ... less daunting."

Los Angeles Daily News, 
December 8,2000, editorial

Daily News
"Education leaders, legislate rs, 
school board:,administrators union 
negotiators and teachers. . . ;  lould jo ii 
forces to pronote the value-or Natioit! 
Board Certification and give teachers 
incentives to achieve it."

The (Portland Oregontin, 
December 30,5COO, edixrial

"These are not good teachers.
These are not outstanding teachers. 
(National Board Certified Teachers) 
are the very best in America."

Austin American Statesman, 
December 11,2000, editorial

"Better teachers get better issjlts__
Students of nationally certified teachers 
show high comprehension o '  :he 
subjects taug-it."

C levelanattn  Declrr, 
October 28,200, editcrfel "Good teachers hold the key to

student success__ National Board
Certified Teachers and their students 
significantly outperform their... 
peers."

Charlotte Observer,, 
January 5,2001, editorial columnist
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16 A Tribute to  Jeanne Chall
Due in large part to Jeanne Chall’s lifelong 
dedication to the field o f reading education, 
countless children who otherwise would be 
hopelessly struggling are now on a secure 
path to literacy.

Cover background painted  
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P a re n tin g : The Lost A r t
By Kay S. Hymowitz
When parents fa il to define a moral universe 

fo r  their children, they set them adrift— 
unmoored and vulnerable— 
in a sensationalist, media- 
saturated world.

W h y  
G eo g rap h y  
M a tte rs
By Walter A. McDougall
Whatever happened to the study 
o f geography? Unless students 
can “do the m ap’’—and many 
cannot—they have no way o f  
understanding why the world is 
the way it is.

24 Teaehing V ocabu lary
By Andrew Biemiller
Comprehension rests to large 
degree on vocabulary knowledge, 
but by grade 5 there are dramatic 
vocabulary differences among 
children. We can do 
something about that.

29 H e a l Heroes
By Dennis Denenberg

Pop quiz fo r  your students: Who are Elizabeth 
Blackwell, George Marshall, Matthew Henson, 
Jonas Salk, and Yo-Yo Ma? I f  they don’t know, 
here’s ju s t the book they need.

38 E.B. W h ite  a n d  
C h arlo tte 's  W eb
By Scott Elledge
Fifty years ago, on January 19, 1951,
E.B. Winte finished the first draft o f Charlotte’s 
Web. Eleven tnillion copies later, it remains one 
o f the most beloved children’s books o f all time.
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LETTERS

APPLAUSE

Congratulations on a superb issue 
(Winter 2000-2001). Your lead arti
cle about Layle Lane highlights the 
social concerns and contributions 
of women in this organization (and 
d ram atica lly  u n d e rsc o re s  th e  
courage of this rem arkable black 
w om an). A1 S hanker w o u ld  be 
proud of you!

Also, the article “Verbicide” de
serves to be required reading for all 
professionals who try to understand 
today’s children.

I have read every w ord of this 
issue and thank you for it.

— C a r l  L. K l in e  
Va n c o u v e r , B r it is h  C o l u m b ia

LAYLE LANE

I’d like to commend you on Jack 
Schierenbeck’s lengthy and informa
tive article about Layle Lane (Winter 
2000-2001). Hopefully it will make 
ed u c a to rs  m ore ap p rec ia tiv e  of 
w hat has come before in terms of 
labor history. Thank you for pub
lishing it.

— N a o m i H eilig
N e w  Y o r k , N e w  Y o r k

Layle Lane sounds like a hero to 
me. I plan to do a research project 
w ith  young girls on w o m en ’s bi
ographies. I would like to include 
her in the list of choices. Thanks for 
a great introduction to an outstand
ing woman in American history.

— I r e n e  Y o z z o  
P o u g h k e e psie , N e w  Y o r k

tion  and our ability to  perceive, 
study, identify problems and formu
late solutions. No wonder we seem 
to be at such loggerheads so much 
of the time. As he states, our dimin
ish ed  v o c a b u la ry  is n o t ju st a 
paucity of word understanding and 
usage—it represen ts a decline in 
our capacity to think.

C onsidering the  obvious long
term  con tribu tion  of teachers to 
this sad state of affairs, m atched 
only by equally detrim ental input 
from academe, I was amazed when 
my wife told me that the article was 
in an official AFT journal. We salute 
you for having the courage to print 
this article. Fixing our educational 
system requires addressing issues 
brought forward by Professor Orr.

— Lo r in g  &  Lu c y  M cA llister

A fton , M in n e so ta

In his very bold and “call-to-arms” 
article “Verbicide,” David Orr ex
posed what I consider to be the real 
threat to our country: the demise of 
American English. The misuse, frag
m entation, and utter ignorance of 
ou r language is so com m on and 

(Continued on page 48)

VERBICIDE

I am a retired psychologist; my 
wife is a middle school com puter 
science teacher. This evening, as I 
was preparing dinner, she read to 
me David W. O rr’s article, “Verbi
cide'’ (Winter 2000-2001).

Professor Orr has scored a bulls- 
eye, in my judgment, with this very 
perceptive and accurate appraisal of 
the state of language, communica
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Write Us!
We welcome comments on 
American Educator articles. 
Address letters to Editor,
American Educator,
555 New Jersey Ave., N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20001-2079 or 
via e-mail to amered@aft.org. 
Letters selected may be edited for 
space and clarity. Please include a 
phone number or e-mail address so 
we can contact you if needed.
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peachy keen.

With AFT PLUS, there are no minuses.

You’ve got to hand it to the folks at 
AFT PLUS. The benefits of union 
membership keep getting better and 
better. Take a look at what’s new:

U N IO N  P L U S 
M O TO R CLUB
Feel the security of total coverage the 
next time you get in your car ■ 
Emergency towing and road service
■ Up to $100 per call for covering 
things like a dead battery, broken 
fan belt or flat tire ■ Emergency 
locksmith ■ Free personal trip 
service ■ $5,000 stolen auto reward
■ $39.95/year for the first union 
family member; $47.95/year for the 
first member plus one additional; 
$12 per year for each additional 
family member
1 -8 8 8 -3 3 0 -8 8 0 1

U NION P L U S 
HEALTH SA V IN G S
Save up to 40 percent on generic or 
name brand prescription drugs at 
more than 26,000 participating 
pharmacies nationwide ■ Free 30- 
day trial period ■ Save on mail
order drugs ■ Save on glasses, 
frames and contact lenses ■ Free 
access to Nurse HelpLine ■ Free 
access to Health Library and 
recorded health messages ■ 
Quarterly savings statements ■ 
$29.95 per family, per year 
1 -8 0 0 -2 2 8 -3 5 2 3

IN SU R A N C E PLA N S
Great savings on a wide variety of 
insurance plans. NEW ! ...individual 
major medical and short-term 
medical plans. Plus, group term life 
insurance, disability insurance, 
accident insurance, senior whole life 
insurance and MORE! Call today:
1 -8 0 0 -2 7 2-4A F T  (4 2 3 8 )

G E T  IN TO U C H  TODAY!
Visit us at: w w w .a f t .o r g / a f t p lu s

http://www.aft.org/aftplus


Pa r e n t in g : 
T h e  Lo s t  A r t

B y  K ay S. H ym ow itz

LAST FALL the Federal Trade Commission released a 
report showing what most parents already knew 

from every trip down the aisle of Toys R Us and every 
look at prime time television: Entertainment compa
nies routinely market R-rated movies, computer games, 
and music to children. The highly publicized report 
detailed many of the abuses of these companies—one 
particularly egregious example was the use of focus 
groups of 9- and 10-year-olds to test market violent 
films—and it unleashed a frenzied week of headlines 
and political grandstanding, all of it speaking to Ameri
cans’ alarm over their children’s exposure to an in
creasingly foul-mouthed, vicious, and tawdry media.

But are parents really so alarmed? A more careful 
reading of the FTC report considerably complicates 
the fair}' tale picture of big, bad wolves tempting un
suspecting, innocent children with ads for Scream and 
Doom  and inevitably raises the question: “Where were 
the parents?” As it turns out, many youngsters saw the 
offending ads no t w hen  they  w ere  reading N ick 
elodeon M agazine  or watching Seventh Heaven but 
when they were leafing through Cosmo Girl, a junior 
version of Helen Gurley B row n’s sex manual Cos
m opolitan, or lounging in front of Sm ackdoivn!—a 
production of the World Wrestling Federation where 
wrestlers saunter out, grab their crotches, and bellow 
“Suck It!” to their “ho’s” standing by. Other kids came 
across the ads when they were watching the WB’s infa
mous teen sex soap opera D aw son’s Creek or MTV 
whose most recent hit, “Undressed,” includes plots in
volving whipped cream, silk teddies, and a tutor who 
agrees to strip every time her student gets an answer 
right. All of these venues, the report noted without 
irony, are “especially popular among 11- to 18-year- 
olds.” Oh, and those focus groups of 9- and 10-year-

Kay S. Hymowitz, a senior fellow a t the M anhattan In
stitute and  contributing editor a t City Journal, is the 
author o f  Ready or Not: What Happens When We Treat 
Children as Small Adults (Encounter Books, 2000).

olds? It turns out that all of the children who attended 
the meetings had perm ission from their parents. To 
muddy the picture even further, only a short time be
fore the FTC report, the Kaiser Family Foundation re
leased a study entitled Kids and  Media: The New Mil
lennium  showing that half of all parents have no rules 
about what their kids watch on television, a number 
that is probably low given that the survey also found 
that two-thirds of American children between the ages 
of eight and eighteen have televisions in their bed
rooms; and even more shocking, one-third of all under 
the age of seven.

In o ther words, one conclusion you could draw 
from the FTC report is that entertainment companies 
are willing to tem pt children w ith  the raunchiest, 
bloodiest, crudest media imaginable if it means ex
panding their audience and their profits. An additional 
conclusion, especially w hen  considered alongside 
Kids and  the Media, would be that there are a lot of 
parents out there who don’t mind enough to do much 
about it. After all, protesting that your 10-year-old son 
was subjected to a trailer for the R-rated Scream while 
watching Smackdown! is a little like complaining that 
he was bitten by a rat while scavenging at the local 
dump.

N either the FTC report nor Kids a n d  the M edia  
makes a big point of it, but their findings do begin to 
bring into focus a troubling sense felt by many Ameri
cans—and no one more than teachers—that parenting 
is becoming a lost art. This is not to accuse adults of 
being neglectful or abusive in any conventional sense. 
Like always, today’s boom er parents love their chil
dren; they know  their responsibility to provide for 
them and in fact, as Kids and  the Media suggests, they 
are doing so more lavishly than ever before in human 
history. But throughout that history, adults have under
stood something that perplexes many of today’s par
ents: that they are not only obliged to feed and shelter 
the young, but to teach them self-control, civility, and 
a m eaningful way of understanding  the w orld. Of
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course, most parents care a great deal about their chil
dren’s social and moral development. Most are doing 
their best to hang on to their sense of what really mat
ters while they attempt to steer their children through 
a dizzyingly stressful, temptation-filled, and in many 
ways unfamiliar world. Yet these parents know they 
often cannot count on the support of their peers. The 
parents of their 10-year-old’s friend let the girls watch 
an R-rated movie until 2 a.m. during a sleepover; other 
parents are nowhere to be found when beer is passed 
around at a party attended by their 14-year-old. These 
AWOL paren ts have redefined the m eaning of the 
term. As their children gobble down their own mi
crowaved dinners, then go on to watch their own tele
visions or surf the Internet on their own computers in 
wired bedrooms where they set their own bedtimes, 
these parents and their children seem more like house
mates and friends than experienced adults guiding and 
shaping the young. Such parent-peers may be warm 
companions and in the short run effective advocates 
for their children, but they remain deeply uncertain 
about how to teach them to lead meaningful lives.

If anyone is familiar with the fallout from the lost art 
of parenting, it is educators. About a year ago, while 
researching an article about school discipline, I spoke 
to teachers, administrators, and school lawyers around 
the country and asked what is making their job more 
difficult today. Their top answer was almost always the 
same: parents. Sometimes they describe overworked, 
overburdened parents who have simply checked out: 
“I work 10 hours a day, and I can’t come home and 
deal w ith this stuff. He’s y o u r  problem,” they might 
say. But more often teachers find parents who rather 
than accepting their role as partners with educators in 
an effort to civilize the next generation come in with a 
“my-child-right-or-wrong” attitude. These are parent- 
advocates.

Everyone’s heard about the growing number of sus
pensions in middle and high schools around the coun
try. Now the state of Connecticut has released a report 
on an alarming increase in the number of young chil
d ren —first-graders, kindergartners, and preschool
ers—suspended for persistent biting, kicking, hitting, 
and cursing. Is it any wonder? Parent-advocates have 
little patience for the shared rules of behavior required 
to turn a school into a civil community, not to mention 
those who would teach their own children the neces
sary limits to self-expression. ‘“You and your stupid 
rules.’ I’ve heard that a hundred times,” sighs Cathy 
Collins, counsel to the School Administrators of Iowa, 
speaking not, as it might sound, of 16-year-olds, but of 
their parents. Even 10 years ago when a child got into 
trouble, parents assumed the teacher or principal was 
in th e  r ig h t. “N ow  w e ’re alw ays b e in g  second - 
guessed,” says a 25-year veteran of suburban New Jer
sey elem entary schools. “I know my child, and he 
wouldn’t do this,” or, proudly, “He has a mind of his 
own,” are lines many educators repeat hearing.

In the most extreme cases, parent-advocates show 
(and teach their children) their contem pt for school 
rules by going to court. Several years ago, a St. Charles, 
Mo., high schooler running for student council was 
suspended for distributing condoms on the day of the 
e le c tio n  as a way o f so lic iting  votes. His fam ily

promptly turned around and sued on the grounds that 
the boy’s free speech rights were being violated be
cause other candidates had handed out candy during 
student council elections w ithout any repercussions. 
Sometimes principals are surprised to see a lawyer 
trailing behind an angry parent arriving for a confer
ence over a minor infraction. Parents threaten teachers 
with lawsuits, and kids repeat after them: “I’ll sue you,” 
or “My m other’s going to get a lawyer.” Surveys may' 
show a large number of parents in favor of school uni
forms, but for parent-advocates, dress codes that limit 
their child’s self-expression are a particular source of 
outrage. In N orthum berland  County, Pa., paren ts  
threatened to sue their children’s elem entary  school 
over its new dress code. “I have a little girl who likes 
to express herself with how she dresses,” one mother 
of a fourth-grader said. “They ruined my daughter’s 
first day of school,” another m other of a kindergartner 
whined.

Parent-advocates may make life difficult for teachers 
and soccer coaches. But the truth is things aren’t so 
great at home either. Educators report parents of sec
ond- and third-graders saying things like: “I can’t con
trol what she wears to school,” or “I can’t make him 
read.” It’s not surprising. At home, parent-advocates as
pire to be friends and equals, hoping to maintain the 
happy affection they think of as a “good relationship.” 
It rarely seems to happen that way. Unable to balance 
warmth with discipline and affirmation with limit-set- 
ting, these parents are puzzled to find their 4-year-old 
ordering them around like he’s Louis XIV or their 8- 
year-old screaming, “I hate you!” when they balk at let
ting her go to a sleepover party for the second night in 
a row. These buddy adults are not only incapable of 
helping their children resist the siren call of a sensa
tional, glamorous media; in a desperate effort to con
firm their “good relationship” with their kids, they' ac
tively reinforce it. They buy them  their ow n televi
sions, they give them  “guilt money,” as m arket re
searchers call it, to go shopping, and they plan endless 
entertainments. A recent article in Time magazine on 
the Britney Spears fad began by describing a party that 
parents in Westchester, N.Y., gave their 9-year-old com
plete with a Britney impersonator boogying in silver 
hip-huggers and tube top. Doubtless such peer-parents 
tell themselves they are making their children happy 
and, anyway, w hat’s the harm. They shouldn’t count 
on it. “When one of our teenagers comes in looking 
like Britney Spears, they carry with them an attitude,” 
one school principal was quoted as saying. There’s a 
reason that some of the clothing lines that sell the Brit
ney look adopt names such as “Brat” or “No Bound
aries.”

Of course, dressing like a Las Vegas chorus girl at 8 
years old does not autom atically  m ean a child  is 
headed for juvenile hall w hen she turns 14. But it’s rea
sonable to assume that parent-friends who don’t know 
how  to get their third-graders to stop calling them  
names, never m ind covering their m idriffs before 
going to school, are going to be pretty helpless when 
faced w ith  the m ore serious challenges of adoles
cence. Some parents simply give up. They’ve done all 
they can, they say to themselves; the kids have to fig
ure it out for themselves. “I feel if [my son] hasn’t
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Teenagers in suburban Maryland at a co-ed sleepover party.

learned the proper values 
by 16, th en  w e hav en ’t 
done our job,” announces 
the m other of a 16-year- 
old in a fascinating 1999 
T im e  m agazine  se rie s ,
“Diary of a High School.”
Others continue the cha
rade of peer friendship by 
endo rsing  th e ir  ado les
cent’s risk-taking as if they 
were one of the in-crowd.
In a recent article in Edu
c a tio n  W eek, A nne W.
Weeks, the director of col
lege guidance at a Mary
lan d  h igh  sch o o l, te lls  
how  w hen  police broke 
up a party on the field of 
a nearby college, they dis
covered that most of the kids were actually local high 
schoolers. High school officials called parents to ex
press their concern, but they were having none of it; it 
seems parents were the ones providing the alcohol 
and dropping their kids off at what they knew to be a 
popular (and unchaperoned) party spot. So great is the 
need of some parents to keep up the pretense of their 
equality that they refuse to heed their own children’s 
cry7 for adult help. A while back, the New York Times 
ran a story on Wesleyan University’s “naked dorm ” 
where, as one 19-year-old male student told the re
porter: “If I feel the need to take my pants off, I take 
my pants off,” something he evidently felt the need to 
do during the interview. More striking than the dorm 
itself—after all, when kids are in charge, as they are in 
many colleges, w hat w ould  w e expect?—w as the 
phone call a worried female student made to her par
ents w hen she first realized she had been assigned to a 
“naked dorm.” She may have been alarmed, but her fa
ther, she reports, simply “laughed.”

Perhaps more common than parents who laugh at 
naked dorms or who supply booze for their kids’ par
ties, are those who dimly realize the failure of their ex
perim ent in peer-parenting. These parents reduce 
their role to exercising damage control over kids they 
assume “are going to do it anyway.” For them, there is 
only one value left they are comfortable fighting for: 
safety. One m other in Time’s “Diary of a High School” 
replenishes a pile of condoms for her own child and 
his friends once a m onth, doubtless congratulating 
herself that she is protecting the young. Safety also ap
pears to be the logic behind the new  fad of co-ed 
sleepover parties as it was described recently in the 
Washington Post. “I just feel it’s definitely better than 
going to hotels, and this way you know all the kids 
who are coming over, you know who they are with,” 
explains the m other of one high schooler. Kids know 
exactly how  to reach a generation of parents who, 
though they waffled on w hether their 8-year-old could 
call them  “idiot,” suddenly becam e tyrants w hen it 
came to seat belts and helmets. The article describes 
how one boy talked his parents into allowing him to 
give a co-ed sleepover party7. “It’s too dangerous for us 
to be out late at night with all the drunk drivers. Better

that we are home. It’s better than us lying about where 
we are and renting some sleazy motel room.” The fa
ther found the “parental logic,” as the reporter puts it, 
so irresistible that he allowed the boy to have not one, 
but two co-ed sleepover parties.

NOTHING GIVES a better picture of the anemic 
principles of peer-parenting—and their sorry im
pact on kids—than a 1999 PBS Frontline show entitled 

“The Lost Children of Rockdale County.” The occasion 
for the show was an outbreak of syphilis in an affluent 
Atlanta suburb that ultimately led health officials to 
treat 200 teenagers. What was so remarkable was not 
that 200 teenagers in a large suburban area were hav
ing sex and that they had overlapping partners. It was 
the way they were having sex. This was teen sex as 
Lord o f  the Flies author William Golding might have 
imagined it—a heart of darkness tribal rite of such 
degradation that it makes a collegiate “hook up” look 
like splendor in the grass. Group sex was comm on
place, as were 13-year-old participants. Kids would 
gather together after school and w atch the Playboy 
cable TV channel, making a game of imitating every
thing they saw. They tried almost every7 permutation of 
sexual activity imaginable—vaginal, oral, anal, girl-on- 
girl, several boys with a single girl, or several girls with 
a boy. During some drunken parties, one boy or girl 
might be “passed around” in a game. A number of the 
kids had upwards of 50 partners.

To be sure, the Rockdale teens are the extreme case. 
The same could not be said of their parents. As the 
Frontline producers show them, these are ordinary, 
suburban soccer moms and dads, more affluent than 
most, perhaps, and in some cases overly7 caught up in 
their work. But a good number were doing everything 
the books tell you to do: coaching their children's 
teams, cooking dinner with them, going on vacations 
together. It wasn’t enough. Devoid of strong beliefs, 
seemingly berefl of meaningful experience to pass on 
to their young, these parents project a bland empti
ness that seems the exact inverse of the meticulous 
opulence of their homes and that lets the kids know 
there are no values worth fighting for. “They have to 
make decisions, w hether to take drugs, to have sex,”
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the m other of one of the boys intones expressionlessly 
when asked for her view of her son’s after-school activ
ity7. “I can give them my opinion, tell them how I feel. 
But they have to decide for themselves.” These lost 
adults of Rockdale County have abdicated the age-old 
distinction between parents and children, and the kids 
know it. “We’re pretty much like best friends or some
thing,” one girl said of her parents. “I mean I can pretty 
much tell ’em how I feel, what I wanna do and they’ll 
let me do it.” Another girl pretty well sums up the per
sona of many contemporary parents when she says of 
her own mother: “I don’t really consider her a mom all 
that much. She takes care of me and such, but I con
sider her a friend more.”

So what happened to the lost art of parenting? Why 
is it that so many adults have reinvented their tradi
tional role and tu rned  them selves in to  advocates, 
friends, and copious providers of entertainment?

For one thing, this generation of parents has grown 
up in a culture that devotedly w orships youth. It’s

true that America, a nation of immigrants fleeing the 
old world, has always been a youthful country with 
its eye on the future. But for the “I-hope-I-die-before-I- 
get-old” generation, aging, with its threat of sexual ir
relevance and being out of the loop, has been espe
cially painful. Boomers are the eternal teenagers— 
hip, sexy, and aware—and w hen their children sug
gest otherwise, they’re paralyzed with confusion. In 
an op-ed published in the New York Times entitled 
“Am I a Cool Mother?” Susan Borowitz, co-creator of 
Fresh Prince o f  Bel-Air, describes her struggle with 
her role as parent-adult that one suspects is all too 
common. On a shopping expedition, she is shocked 
w hen her 10-year-old daughter rolls her eyes at the 
outfits she has chosen  for her. “There is no th ing  
more w ithering and crushing,” she writes. “I stood 
there stunned. ‘This can’t be happening to me. I’m a 
cool mom.’” Determined to hang on to her youthful 
identity, she buys a pair of bell-bottom pants to take 
her daughter to DJ Disco Night at her school where

The Parent as Career Coach
THERE IS one exception to 

today’s parents’ overall vague
ness about their job description: 

They know  they want their chil
dren to develop impressive re
sumes. This is what William Do
herty7 professor of family science 
at the University of Minnesota, 
calls “parenting as product devel
opment.”

As early as the preschool years, 
parent-product developers begin a 
demanding schedule of gymnastics, 
soccer, language, and music 
lessons. In New York City, parents 
take their children to “Language for 
Tots,” beginning at six months— 
that is, before they can even speak. 
Doherty cites the example of one 
Minnesota town where, until some 
cooler—or more sleep-deprived— 
heads prevailed, a team of 4-year- 
olds was scheduled for hockey 
practice the only time the rink was 
available—at 5 a .m . By the time 
children are ready for Little League, 
some parents hire hitting and pitch
ing coaches from companies like 
Grand Slam USA. So many kids are 
training like professionals in a sin
gle sport instead of the more casual 
three or four activities of childhood 
past that doctors report a high rate 
of debilitating and sometimes even 
permanent sports injuries.

Of course, there’s nothing 
wrong with wanting to enrich 
your children’s experience by in

troducing them to sports and the 
arts. But as children’s list-worthy 
achievements take on dispropor
tionate and even frenzied signifi
cance, parents often lose sight of 
some of the other things they 
want to pass dow n—such as kind
ness, moral clarity, and a family 
identity. One Manhattan nursery 
school director reports that if a 
child receives a high score on the 
ERB (the IQ test required to get 
into private kindergarten), parents 
often conclude that the child’s 
brilliance excuses him or her from 
social niceties. “If he can’t pass 
the juice or look you in the eye, 
it’s ‘Oh, he’s bored.’” Douglas 
Goetsch, a teacher at Stuyvesant 
High School, the ultra-competitive 
school in New York City, recently 
wrote an article in the school 
newspaper about the prevalence 
of cheating; in every case, he says, 
cheating is related to an “exces
sively demanding parent.” Other 
educators are seeing even young 
children complaining about stress- 
related headaches and stom
achaches.

Katherine Tarbox, a Fairfield, 
Conn., teen, describes all this 
from the point of view of the 
child-product in her recently pub
lished memoir Katie.com. At 13, 
Katie was an “A” student, an ac
complished pianist w ho also sang 
with the school choir, and a na

tionally ranked swimmer. Impres
sive as they were, Katie’s achieve
ments loomed too large. “I always 
felt like my self-worth was deter
mined by how well I placed. And 
I think my parents felt the same 
way—their status among the 
team parents depended on how 
well their child placed.” Like 
many middle-class children today, 
the combination of school, ex
tracurricular activities, and her 
parents’ work schedule reduced 
family time so much that, “Home 
was a place I always felt alone.” 
Aching to be loved for herself 
rather than her swim times and 
grade point average, she develops 
an intense relationship with a 
man on the Internet who very 
nearly rapes her w hen they ar
range to m eet at an out-of-town 
swim meet.

Even after their daughter’s isola
tion stands revealed, Katie’s par
ents are so hooked on achieve
ment they still don’t really notice 
their daughter. Katie complains to 
her therapist that her m other is al
ways either at the office or work
ing on papers at home. The 
woman has a helpful suggestion 
that epitomizes the overly schema
tized, hyper-efficient lives that 
come with parenting as product 
development: She suggests that 
Katie schedule appointments with 
her mother.
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she spots other “cool moms...pumping their fist and 
doing the Arsenio woof.” Finally Borowitz comes to 
her senses. “This was a party for the kids. I am not a 
kid. I am a mom.” No one could quarrel w ith  her 
there, but the telling point is that it took 10 years for 
her to notice.

Related to this youth worship is the boom er par
ents’ intense ambivalence about authority. The current 
generation of parents came of age at a time when par
ents, teachers, the police, and the army represented an 
authority to be questioned and resisted. Authority was 
associated with Father Knows Best, the Vietnam War, 
Bull Connor, and their own distant fathers. These asso
ciations linger in boomer parents’ subconscious minds 
and make them squirm uncomfortably when their own 
children beg for firm guidance. Evelyn Bassoff, a Col
o rado th e rap is t, re p o r ts  th a t w hen  she asks the 
women in her m others’ groups what happens when 
they discipline their daughters, they give answers such 
as “I feel mean,” “I feel guilty,” and “I quake all over; it’s 
almost like having dry heaves inside.” A survey by Pub
lic Agenda confirms that parents feel “tentative and un
certain in matters of discipline and authority.” And no 
wonder. Notice the way Time describes the dilemma 
faced by parents of Britney Spears wannabes; these 
parents, the writers explain, are “trying to walk the 
line betw een fashion and fascism.” The message is 
clear; the opposite of letting your child do what she 
wants is, well, becoming Hitler.

It w ould be difficult to overstate how  deep this 
queasiness over authority runs in the boom er mind. 
Running so hard from outmoded models of authority 
that stressed absolute obedience, today’s parents have 
slipped past all recognition of the child’s longing for a 
structure he can believe in. In some cases, their fear 
not only inhibits them from disciplining their children, 
it can actually- make them view the rebellious child as 
a figure to be respected. (Oddly enough, this is true 
even when, as is almost always the case these days, 
that rebellion takes the form of piercings and heavy 
metal music vigorously m arketed by entertainm ent 
companies.) It’s as if parents believe children learn in
dividuality and self-respect in the act of defiance, or at 
the very least through aggressive self-assertion. Some 
experts reinforce their thinking. Take Barbara Mackoff, 
author of Growing a Girl (with a chapter tellingly enti
tled “Make Her the Authority”). Mackoff approvingly 
cites a father who encourages a child “to be comfort
able arguing or being mad at me. I figure if she has lots 
of practice getting mad at a six-foot-one male, she’ll be 
able to say w hat she thinks to anyone.” The author 
agrees; the parent w ho tells the angry child “calm 
down, we don’t hit people,” she writes, “is engaging in 
silencing.” In other words, to engage in civilization’s 
oldest parental task—teaching children self-control—is 
to risk turning your child into an automaton ripe for 
abuse.

But the biggest problem for boomer peer-parents is 
that many of them are not really sure w hether there 
are values important enough to pursue with any real 
conviction. In his book One Nation After All, the soci
ologist Alan Wolfe argues that although Americans are 
concerned about moral decline, they are also opposed 
to people who get too excited about it. This inherent

c o n tra d ic tio n —p eo p le  s im ultaneously  judge and 
refuse to judge—explains how it is that parents can 
both dislike their children watching Smackdown! on 
TY talking back to them, drinking, or for that matter, 
engaging in group sex, but also fail to protest very 
loudly. Having absorbed an ethos of nonjudgmental- 
ism, the parents’ beliefs on these matters have been 
drained of all feeling and force. The Rockdale m other 
who blandly repeats “her opinion” about drugs and 
sex to her son is a perfect example; perhaps she is 
concerned about moral decline, but because her con
cern lacks all gravity or passion, it can’t possibly have 
much effect. All in all, Wolfe seems to find the combi
nation of concern and nonjudgmentalism a fairly hope
ful state of affairs—and surely he is right that tolerance 
is a key value in a pluralistic society—but refusing to 
judge is one thing w hen it comes to your neighbor’s 
divorce and quite another when it comes to your 13- 
year-old child’s attitudes toward, say, cheating on a test 
or cursing out his soccer coach.

WHEN PARENTS fail to firmly define a moral uni
verse for their children, it leaves them  vulnera
ble to the amoral world evoked by their peers and a 

sensational media. As the Rockdale story makes clear, 
the saddest consequences appear in the sex lives of 
today’s teenagers. Recently in an iVillage chat room, a 
distraught m other w rote to ask for advice after she 
learned that her 15-year-old daughter had sex w ith a 
boy. The responses she got rehearsed many7 of the 
principles of peer-parenting. Several m others stressed 
safety and told the woman to get her daughter on the 
pill. O thers acted out the usual boom er uneasiness 
over the pow er they have with their children. “Let 
your daughter know you trust her to make the ‘right’ 
decision w hen the time comes,” wrote one. “Tell her 
that you are not ‘giving your perm ission,”’ another 
suggested, “but that you are also very aware that she 
will no t ‘ask for perm ission’ either w hen the time 
comes.” But it was the one teenager w ho joined in 
that showed how little these apparently hip m others 
understood about the pressures on kids today; when 
she lost her virginity at 14, the girl writes; “it was be
cause of a yearning to be loved, to be accepted.” In
deed, the same need for acceptance appears to be 
driving the trend among middle-schoolers as young 
as seventh grade engaging in oral sex. According to 
the Decem ber 2000 Fam ily P lanning  Perspectives, 
some middle school girls view fellatio as the unpleas
ant price they have to pay to hang on to a boyfriend 
or to seem hip and sophisticated among their friends. 
The awful irony is that in their reluctance to evoke 
meaningful values, parent advocates and peers have 
produced not the freethinking, self-expressive, confi
dent children they had hoped, but kids so conform
ing and obedient they'll follow their friends almost 
anywhere.

And so in the end, it is children who pay the price 
of the refusal of parents to seriously engage their 
predicament in a media-saturated and shadowy adult 
world. And w hat a price it is. W hen parenting be
comes a lost art, children are not only deprived of the 
clarity and sound judgment they crave. They are de
prived of childhood. □
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W h y  G e o g r a p h y  
M atters

By  W alter A . M cD ougall

1 SUPPOSE I am an old-fashioned teacher. My sub
je c t—diplom atic h isto ry  and in te rnationa l rela
tions—could not be further removed from the avant- 

garde of post-modern cultural studies. My methodol
ogy is traditional, centering on the critical interpreta
tion of documentary evidence and the logic of cause 
and effect in the belief that facts exist and falsehood, if 
not perfect tru th , is discoverable. My lectures and 
books are in narrative form, because in political his
tory sequence is critical to understanding why deci
sion-makers acted or reacted as they did. And my as
signments require students to demonstrate knowledge 
of at least the most important names, dates, and events 
because concepts and theories are empty unless one 
knows what factual evidence inspired them and what 
phenomena they are advanced to explain.

Old-fashioned, demanding, some would say boring, 
and yet my courses in diplomatic history draw hun
dreds of students. Evidently, the collegiate consumers 
of history—never mind the book-buying public—find 
more value and enjoyment in rigorous studies of the 
origins of wars and peace than in speculative studies 
of, for instance, the  “gendering” of gravestones in
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icy Research In stitu te ’s H istory Academy, editor o f  
Orbis, and  the Alloy-Ansin Professor o f  International 
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B. Fordham Foundation as p a r t o f  the History-Geog- 
raphy Project fo r  pub lica tion  in  the Middle States 
Yearbook 2001.

The m aps that accom pany this article are repro
duced  by k in d  p erm issio n  o f  A ndrom eda  Oxford  
Limited, www.andromeda.co.uk, ©1999 Androm eda  
Oxford Ltd. They are p a r t o f  a four-volum e series fo r  
children, World Atlas of the Past, pub lished  in  the 
United States by Oxford University Press.

17th-century France. The downside of having large 
classes, however, is that the only students I get to 
know personally are those who stop by during my of
fice hours or come to voluntary discussion sections. So 
it was that I was taken aback w hen one anonymous 
face from my 19th-century European diplomacy lec
tures visited my office accompanied by a big and de
cidedly businesslike black labrador retriever. I was 
about to make a joke, or a protest, when I looked up 
and realized the young man was blind

He felt for a chair and asked for my help: He had re
ceived a B+ on the midterm, but was used to getting 5 
straight A’s. His problem, he said, was with maps. He g 
could understand the ideological or commercial moti- § 
vations for the  foreign po lic ies of liberal Britain, I 
Napoleonic France, the multinational Hapsburg Em- |  
pire, or reactionary tsarist Russia. But he had trouble |  
visualizing the strategic, balance-of-power relation- * 
ships among the various states. Suddenly I felt both |  
wholly inadequate and ashamed of feeling inadequate |  
given the courage he boldly 
displayed. If a student unable 
to read by him self could as
pire to study history, it was in
cum bent upon  me to assist 
him. So I pulled out a map of 
Europe, took the boy’s finger 
in my hand, and traced  for 
him the coastlines of the con
tinen t and the location and 
b o u n d a rie s  o f th e  various 
states. I show ed him w here 
th e  m o u n ta in s  and  riv e rs  
w ere  lo ca ted , and tried  to 
convey their strategic signifi
cance. I described how large 
the countries w ere—hoping 
that he had some notion  of 
distance—and told him how 
swiftly (or slowly) pre-indus-
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trial sailing ships and armies could move so that he 
might imagine how railroads and steamships exploded 
the old equation between space and time. Never let
ting go of his finger lest he become disoriented, I re
peated the lessons until he stopped me. His memory 
was extraordinary, and he soon displayed a better feel 
for the geopolitics of Europe than many, perhaps most, 
of my students blessed with sight. He would return pe
riodically, however, for more information, such as the 
locations of the provinces of Italy and Germany that 
united into national states betw een 1859 and 1871, 
and I recall him having an especially difficult time 
when the European colonialism of the 1880s ushered 
in the era of world politics. But he finished with an “A” 
in the course.

The blind student had to learn his geography in order 
to understand history My own love affair with history 
began with a fascination for geography. As a youngster 
in the 1950s, I enjoyed sports and games but was trans
fixed by atlases, globes, stories of the explorers, my par
ents’ N ational Geographic magazines, and travel and 
nature programs on television. I traced my own maps 
and prided myself on knowing all the countries and cap
ital cities, highest mountains and longest rivers. By high 
school, this th irst for inform ation about the world 
turned into a thirst for history, including the origins of 
civilizations; the rise and fall of empires; the “lost 
worlds” of South America or Africa; the flora, fauna, and 
hum an cultures that characterized different climatic 
zones; the patterns of politics and military strategy. If 
someone had asked me then to distinguish between ge
ography and history as distinct academic fields, I could 
not have done it. And I cannot do it today, anymore 
than a blind person can explain European diplomacy 
without a mental image of the map. But I was not the 
whiz at geography I imagined, as I found out in graduate 
school at the University of Chicago. The professor asked 
our seminar on Central Europe why after 1918 the new 
nation of Czechoslovakia was uncomfortably dependent 
on Germany. Disgusted by the silence that ensued, he 
gave us a clue: “Where does the only major river of land
locked Czechoslovakia reach the sea?” After a few flus
tered  m ovem ents I replied , “But, the  Vistula runs 
through Poland.”

The professor fixed a cold stare on me and hissed, 
“Look at a map!” The answer, of course, was the Elbe 
River, w hich runs from the Czech heartland to the 
great German port of Hamburg.

I LEARNED then that one can never know enough ge
ography—or, to put it another way, one must learn 
m ore geography w henever one endeavors to learn 

more history. That is why it is so disheartening that 
most Americans emerge from their schooling as func
tional illiterates in geography despite the fact that 90 
percen t of U.S. adults consider some geographical 
knowledge a prerequisite to being a well-rounded per
son. A poll, conducted on behalf of the National Geo
graphic Society, showed that only one-third of Ameri
cans could name a single country in NATO and that 
half could not name any members of the rival Warsaw 
Pact. The average adult could identify only four Euro
pean coun tries from their outlines on a map, and 
fewer than six of the 50 United States. One in four

could not find the Pacific Ocean. What is more, the 
group that perform ed the w orst in the survey was 
those ages 18 to 24, a finding that would not surprise 
those of us who teach history in universities. For it ap
pears that many American students w ere not even 
given a chance to learn much geography in their ele
mentary and high school years. Why is that? Is it be
cause educators have just been unaware of the impor
tance of geography to many branches of knowledge, 
not least history? Is it because they once knew, but 
have forgotten? Is it because geography seems to in
volve rote learning of “boring” facts rather than devel
opment of the “thinking” faculties? Is it because the in
fluential political co rrec tness and m ulticulturalist 
movements are suspicious of a subject that emphasizes 
distinctions among regions, invites unflattering com
parisons and hierarchy among nations and cultures, 
and has been used in the past as an intellectual tool of 
empire? Is it because geography just seems passe in an 
era when communications technology, commerce, and 
ideas “transcend boundaries” and make the earth a 
“global village”? Or is it because geographers them 
selves have failed to define and promote their subject?

W hatever the  answ er (it is probably  “all of the 
above”), the Rediscovering Geography Committee, ap
pointed by the Board on Earth Sciences and Resources 
of the National Research Council in 1997, lamented 
not only the “astonishing degree of ignorance in the 
United States about the rest of the world,” but also that 
most people think of geography as a matter of memo
rizing place names. The committee rebutted,

A central tenet of geography is that location matters for un
derstanding a wide variety of processes and phenomena.
Indeed, geography’s focus on location provides a cross-cut
ting way of looking at processes and phenomena that other
disciplines tend to treat in isolation. Geographers focus on
“real-world” relationships and dependencies....

That would seem to be such a commonsense propo
sition that no one would challenge it. It is, in fact, the 
first fundamental reason why geography is indispen
sable to a sound school curriculum. We are all geogra
phers, after all, from the moment we learn to navigate 
the playpen or find the bathroom and refrigerator, to 
the years we explore the neighborhood on our bicy
cles and take a family vacation, to the careers we pur
sue as adults. The general, admiral, or statesman is a 
geographer, but so too is the common soldier or sailor, 
the corporate executive deciding w here to build a 
plant and w hich m arkets to target; and so too the 
salesperson, not to m ention the farmer, fisherman, 
miner, oil worker, pilot, engineer, truck or taxi "driver, 
real estate agent, manufacturer, consumer or, for that 
matter, golfer. One Jimmy Sneed, a legendary caddie at 
th e  P in eh u rs t re so rt in N orth  C arolina, w as u n 
schooled, but he knew his golf course and golfers so 
well that he invariably chose the right club to use for 
each shot...until, after World War II, Pinehurst began 
to provide yardage markers on the fairways, w here
upon “Sneed’s circuits blew.” Numbers meant nothing 
to him, and his feel for club selection deserted him. 
The Polynesians w ho crossed thousands of miles of 
open ocean to populate the Pacific Islands, and the Na
tive Am ericans w ho navigated the trackless Great 
Plains in search of game, likewise had no need of maps
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In 1947, India was partitioned into two states, India 
and Pakistan, thus giving Indian Muslims their own 
state. Despite two wars, Kashmir remains contested.

and instruments. But that only meant that they were 
natural, intuitive geographers all the more keenly alive 
to the sun and stars, winds and currents, landscapes 
and weather about them. So w hether we steer our way 
through the world by feel and folklore or by maps and 
instruments, geography is the context in which “we 
live and move and have our being” (to paraphrase the 
apostle Paul). You cannot argue w ith geography, as 
Ambassador Robert Strausz-Hupe liked to say, and ge
ography in turn “does not argue, it simply is,” as Hans 
Weigert put it. Geography concerns the way things 
are, not the way we imagine or wish them to be, and 
thus it is as fundam ental to a child’s m aturation as 
arithmetic, which teaches that 2 + 2 are 4, not 3 or 22.

Second, geography is fundamental to the process of 
true education in that it serves as a springboard to vir
tually every other subject in the sciences and humani
ties. Children, as a British government study observed, 
are like the mongoose in the Rudyard Kipling tale: 
“The motto of the mongoose family is run and find 
out’ and Rikki-Tikki-Tavi was a true mongoose.” Chil
dren’s minds are much the same. They

win enjoy merely discovering what is just ‘round the cor
ner” or finding out from pictures, and most will need no 
encouragement to explore the banks of the river or visit a 
farm or even to investigate the well-known streets of their 
own town. .. So, too, when faced with glimpses of Ever
est, the Victoria Falls, the lonely deserts of Arabia, Tibet 
and Antarctica, they often find food for their sense of 
wonder and feeling for beauty.

What happens next, usually in secondary school, is 
that the student who was originally enthralled just by
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the sheer variety of the world and its people, begins to 
ask, not only “what?” and “w here?” but “why?” and 
“how?” Why are deserts or rain forests here and not 
there? Why do Asians eat rice and Mexicans tortillas, in
stead of bread? Why did the Europeans discover routes 
to China instead of the Chinese discovering routes to 
Europe? Why did democracy emerge in Greece and not 
Egypt? How did the colonial powers manage to con
quer the world, and how did today’s 200-odd countries 
emerge? What is a “country,” for that matter, and why 
are some big, rich, populous, and mighty, while others 
are small, poor, or weak? Asking such questions in
spired by geography opens up a universe of intellectual 
inquiry, because to answer them the student must turn 
to geology, oceanography, meteorology, and astronomy, 
anthropology, economics, comparative religion, sociol
ogy, and history. Geography is the w indow  on the 
world of the mind as well as the senses, and can be dis
pensed with no more than reading, writing, and arith
metic. To educate, after all, means to “lead out” (educo, 
in Latin), and no subject leads the student out of the 
narrow, familiar, and “taken for granted” better than ge
ography. That is the second reason why it is indispens
able in a sound curriculum.

Yet a third reason why geography is fundamental to 
true education is that students w ithout geographic 
knowledge are helpless w hen confronted by adult is
sues, w hether in school or outside of it. Geography is 
vital to the exam ination of econom ic com petition, 
poverty, environmental degradation, ethnic conflict, 
health care, global warming, literature and culture, 
and, of course, international relations. But the univer
sality of geography’s relevance has perversely con
tributed to its demise as a subject in its own right. As 
Malcolm Douglass observes,

The strange fact of the matter is that the role of geogra
phy in the school curriculum is at once anomalous and 
ubiquitous. Geography lacks a clear identity.... Nonethe
less, by its very nature, geography is integral to all human 
inquiry. It is difficult, or even impossible, to separate 
what is geographic from what is not. In this sense, then, 
geography is everywhere in the school curriculum. The 
major problem, both for geographers and geographic edu
cators, and for all curriculum planners and teachers, is to 
find ways to acknowledge and act on this reality.

The ways have always existed. They need only to be 
rediscovered.

ASSUMING a  given state or school board is per
suaded of the need to reintroduce geography into 
the K-12 curriculum, what principles should guide its 

planning?
First, teachers, textbook authors, and curriculum de

signers must restore an “old-fashioned” emphasis on 
basic topography, place names, and map reading. For 
whatever your ideological preferences, the grammar of 
geography is conventional and grounded in reality. The 
Earth, as Galileo insisted under his breath, does revolve 
around the sun and rotate on its axis, and that was not 
just his “point of view” The motions of the Earth and 
heat of the sun are what create climate, vulcanism, ero
sion, and all the features of lands and waters. On some 
points we may argue, for instance w hether Europe 
ought to have been considered a continent separate 
from Asia, or whether the term Middle East is a Euro

centric conceit. But the geographical and cultural dis
tinctions that first inspired people to invent those terms 
were real and are also worth understanding. Likewise, 
the Mississippi River exists. Its name, like all names, is a 
social convention, but the river is real, and no student 
can claim to “know” American history without under
standing the river’s im portance. How much factual 
knowledge is “enough”? One useful exercise that teach
ers, textbook authors, and curriculum designers might 
try is to recall the history surveys they took in college, 
or study some syllabi from current surveys, and ask 
themselves what geographical knowledge is needed to 
master that material. Conversely, they might ask them
selves w hat knowledge they would wish to assume 
their students possessed if they w ere teaching the 
course. Thus, in my modern history survey I do not ex
pect students to know anything about the political map 
of Central Europe during the Renaissance, but I am crip
pled if they do not even know that Venice is an Italian 
port city, that the Alps divide Italy from the rest of Eu
rope, that Germany lies north of the Alps, that the Aus- 
trians speak German, that the Turks were Muslim and 
militant, that all Europeans were still Catholic, and that 
Rome was the historic seat of the papacy. If I must “go 
back to square one” to lay out such basics, then the best 
students will be bored and the poor will be paying Ivy 
League tuition for high school instruction. It is all very 
well to say that education should teach youngsters to 
think rather than to memorize. But unless their “mem
ory banks” are filled with facts and categories in which 
to deposit new facts, then their “RAM” will have no 
“data to process.”

Second, history and geography should be 
kept as close as possible to each other, per
haps even merged, because so much of his
tory is best approached through geography, 
and so m uch geography is taught best 
through an historical approach. The former 
point is obvious: The human stage is the 
world, and the plot of the play is the activ
ity of human beings in relation to their envi
ronment and each other. The latter point 
may be less obvious. What I mean can best 
be expressed by a comparison to courses in 
physics and astronomy that begin with the 
knowledge and theories prevalent in 
the ancient world and then march 
forward in time, teaching students 
their science in the same progres
sion as E uropeans (and  o th e rs )  
lea rn ed  it. Thus, one stud ies 
Galileo’s experiments to learn the 
laws of mechanics; Kepler, Tycho, 
and Newton to learn orbital mechan
ics and the laws of gravitation; the 
experim ents of Faraday, Ampere,
Ohm, and Marconi to learn the for
mulas of electricity, and so forth 
through atomic physics. Geography 
ought to be taught the same way 
however much that may seem to “privi
lege” Europeans who explored and mapped the world 
with their galleons and brigs and geodetic satellites. For 
in learning the progress of geographic knowledge from
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Ptolemy to the present the 
s tu d en ts  w ill n o t just be 
memorizing names and con
cepts but witnessing an ad
venture story without paral
lel. They will discover Amer
ica, penetrate the interior of 
Australia and Africa, and race 
to the South Pole along with 
the historical figures; and the 
geographical knowledge they 
acqu ire  will be linked  to 
causes and effects rather than 
stand alone as trivia.

Third, history and geogra
phy teachers ought to con
vey to students how the real
ities of space and time have 
indeed changed over the mil
lennia, centuries, and some
tim es m ere d e c ad es  as a 
function of human technol
ogy, which is the nexus be
tween mankind and its envi
ronment. From the first irri
gation systems to the Space 
Age, the evolution of civiliza
tions and their relationship 
to  nature has been a func
tion of tools. The history of 
technology m ight even be 
called the “third dimension” 
that rounds out our picture 

of the past. Geography, the first dimension, describes 
terrestrial space. History, the second, describes change 
over time. Technology, the third, describes how human 
conceptions of space and time have evolved. But just as 
students of math cannot handle solid geometry Lintil 
they have mastered plane geometry so students of his
tory are not ready to question human conventions of 
space and time until they know the “lay of the land” 
and how to “tell time” historically
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------ --important trade route \
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F orced o ver  m a n y  c e n tu r ie s  in to  rep ea ted  ex ile  
f r o m  th e ir  h o m e la n d , b y  A D  3 0 0  m o s t  Je w s w ere  
sca tte red  across the  M id d le  E a st a n d  a ll a r o u n d  
th e  M ed iterra n ea n .

I HAVE THE pleasure of lunching one day a w eek 
with Harvey Sicherman, the president of the Foreign 
Policy Research Institute, and catching up on world af

fairs. As an experienced expert and form er speech- 
w rite r  for th ree  secretaries of state, he is a ready 
source of inside inform ation and insights that only 
later, or never, appear in the newspapers. Above all, 
Sicherman is a master of the geographical factors in 

S war and diplomacy, and he amazed me several years 
i ago by predicting exactly, and weeks before time, the 
|  internal boundaries that would define the settlement 
|  in Bosnia. “I’ve done the map,” he announced, and pro- 
|  ceeded to trace it out on a napkin. Since then I make it 
: a habit when we are discussing the latest crisis to ask 
|  if he’s “done the map.”

My dream is that every teacher and smdent of history 
and geography, at the end of every block of instruction, 
can say proudly and knowledgeably, “I’ve done the map.” 
Because that means they know who they are, where 
they are, and how to get where they want to go. That 
means they have had true education. □
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A  T r ib u t e  
TO 

J e a n n e  
C hall

I
N ONE of the tribu tes that follows, a longtim e 
friend and associate recalls how Jeanne Chall be
lieved being a teacher was the most important job: 
“She delighted in telling how, when she became a pro

fessor of education and director of the Reading Labora
tory  at Harvard University, her m other asked if she 
could still tell her friends that her daughter was a 
teacher.”

Indeed, her m other could. And surely the most im
portant lesson Jeanne Chall taught—both directly in 
her classes and seminars and, more tellingly, in how 
she co n d u c ted  h e rse lf  as a scho lar—was, as E.D. 
Hirsch, Jr. has described the spirit that animated her 
work, “to follow the evidence fearlessly w herever it 
might lead.” Jeanne Chall did that, and it got her into a 
lot of trouble with people who didn’t like where the 
evidence led. But she stood her ground and inspired 
others to do likewise. In recent years, that ground has 
shifted. The evidence supporting Jeanne Chall’s origi
nal findings about teaching beginning reading has be
come crushing in its abundance and conclusiveness. 
And countless children who otherwise would be hope
lessly struggling are now on a secure path to reading.

Jeanne Chall died Thanksgiving weekend, 1999- She 
was 78 years old. Last fall, The International Dyslexia 
Association (IDA), an organization with which Jeanne 
Chall had long been associated, devoted a special issue 
of its newsletter Perspectives (Volume 26, No. 4) to her 
memory. The guest editors, Marilyn Jager Adams and 
Linda K. Rath, gathered tributes from many of Jeanne’s I 
colleagues, students, and friends. With IDA’S permis-  ̂
sion, we have chosen five of those tributes to reprint |  
here, and we have added a review of the book Chall ;’ O
finished shortly before her death. “No single person g
has contributed more to the substance, dialogue, or ad- §
vancement of the field of reading education,” the edi- |
tors of Perspectives w rote. To that we can only say, g
with gratitude, Amen. |

—Editor £---------- ------------------------------------------------------------------|
Photo: Jeanne  Chall in the H arvard Reading Lab, |
1984. In her honor, the lab was renam ed the Jeanne  g
S. Chall Reading Laboratory in April 2000. I
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Jeanne Chall’s 
Historic 
Contribution
B y  D ia n e  R a vitch

As a historian of education, I have studied the his
tory and politics of reading research. Based on my re
search, I can say w ithou t qualification that Jeanne 
Chall’s significant contribution to this field changed 
the course of the debate about reading in the last third 
of the 20th century. Chall will long be remembered for 
both the quality of her research and for her matchless 
integrity which inspired her students and admirers in 
many other fields.

Here is the context that brought Jeanne Chall to the 
forefront of the reading debate. In the late 1940s 
and early 1950s, the  public schools w ere 
roundly criticized for intellectual flabbiness, l 
Then, in 1955, Rudolf F lesch’s sensational 
book, Why Johnny Can’t Read, charged that 
there was a national reading crisis caused by 
the widespread use of textbooks and reading 
programs that rejected phonics. Flesch insisted 
that the popular “look-say” m ethod, found in 
books like the Dick and  Jane  reading series, had 
no support in research. His book topped  the 
bestseller list and was serialized in many newspa
pers.

In 1961, as the debate about how to teach read
ing continued, the Carnegie Corporation of New 
York commissioned Jeanne Chall, who was well es
tablished as a careful reading researcher, to review 
the  controversy. Chall spent three years visiting 
hundreds of classrooms, analyzing research studies, 
and examining textbooks; she interviewed textbook 
authors, reading specialists, and teachers. In her 
landmark book Learning to Read: The Great Debate, 
published in 1967, she did not agree w ith Flesch that 
there was one and only one successful m ethod for 
teaching beginning readers. She concluded that no sin
gle m ethod had com pletely solved the problem s of 
teaching reading; some methods were better than oth
ers, but none was a panacea.

Chall was not an ideologue; she was a careful re
searcher who understood teaching. She knew that it 
was extraordinarily tricky to compare the effectiveness 
of different teaching methods because each approach 
contained elements of the other. She pointed out that 
schools that had recently adopted phonics programs 
still used the look-say readers, and teachers tended to

D iane Ravitch is a historian o f  education a n d  Re
search Professor o f  Education a t New York Univer
sity. Her latest book is Left Back: A Century of Failed 
School Reforms (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2000).

rely on the methods with which they were most famil
iar. In the 1930s, she observed, phonics survived in a 
hostile environment because some teachers clung to 
their old phonics charts, closed the classroom door, 
and hoped that their supervisor did not come in unan
nounced. However, she discovered that teachers who 
had been trained since the 1930s had never learned to 
teach phonics and were likely to fall back on what 
they knew best, which was the look-say method.

Chall found that from 1930 until the early 1960s, 
there was a pervasive professional consensus on the 
one best way to teach reading. This consensus de-em- 
phasized the use of phonics and concen tra ted  on 
teaching children to recognize whole words and sen
tences. It stressed silent reading, rather than oral read
ing (oral reading was associated with phonics because 
it demonstrated the child’s knowledge of the sounds of 
letters and syllables). Children w ere encouraged to 
identity words “at sight” by referring to pictures and 
context clues; the sight vocabulary was carefully con
trolled and repeated often in the primers. While phon
ics was not necessarily banned, it was relegated to a

minor role in learning to 
read.

T his o rth o d o x y , 
Chall discovered, was 
not supported  by re
search. In reviewing 
reading research from 
1912 to 1965, Chall 
found that studies of 
b eg in n in g  read e rs  
over th e  d e c ad es  
clearly  su p p o rte d  
decoding. Early de
coding, she found, 
not only produced 
b e t te r  w ord  
recogn ition  and 
spelling, but also 
m ade it e a s ie r  
fo r th e  ch ild  
e v e n tu a lly  to  
read  w ith  u n 
d e r s ta n d in g . 

The code em phasis 
m ethod, she wrote, was especially 

effective for children of lower socioeconomic sta
tus, who were not likely to live in homes surrounded 
with books or with adults who could help them learn 
to read. For a beginning reader, she found, knowledge 
of letters and sounds had more influence on reading 
achievement than the child’s tested mental ability or 
IQ.

Instinctively wary of any extremism, Chall warned 
teachers, schools, and textbook publishers not to go 
overboard in teaching phonics, not to jettison compre
hension  and good stories. She had recom m ended 
phonics only as a beginning reading method, a method 
to start the child reading in the first two grades, fol
lowed by a quick transition to reading good stories. 
She had pred icted  that if schools made a fetish of 
phonics, there w ould be a counter-reaction, and a 
movement would rise up against the overemphasis on
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systematic phonics. She expected that this counter-re- 
action would demand a “natural” approach, a renewed 
attention to recognizing whole words and reading for 
meaning and appreciation. Of course, she was describ
ing, with uncanny accuracy—back in 1967—the rise 
of the whole language movement.

W hen the w hole language m ovem ent becam e a 
major factor in American education in the 1980s, as 
Chall had predicted, she was often targeted as one of 
its “enemies.” In publications and debates, she was 
sometimes accused by whole language partisans of 
being a tool of the “far right.” This, of course, was ab
surd. Jeanne Chall never let herself be used by anyone. 
She was a woman of remarkable candor, clarity, and 
personal integrity. She reported what she found, and 
she did not seek favor from anyone nor serve as a foot- 
soldier in anyone’s political campaigns.

Even as the attacks on her continued, she stressed 
that both decoding and comprehension were critical 
for young readers. Her critics twisted her words, but 
they never managed to tarnish her scholarly reputa
tion, and she never descended to trading insults with 
those who insulted her.

Her message over the decades was clear and consis
tent. Teaching children to read is difficult, not easy; it 
requires consistency, skill, and open-mindedness. Re
search can point us to better methods, but only well- 
prepared teachers can make good methods effective in 
their classrooms.

She will be remembered in the history of American 
education as a teacher, a scholar, and a person of the 
highest character who cared deeply about children. 
Having just completed a history of American educa
tion in the 20th century, w hich docum ents Jeanne 
ChaU's important role in clarifying “the great debate,” I 
can assure her many friends that her work will not be 
forgotten.

The Great Debate
B y  M arilyn Jager A dams

When we sat down for lunch, I saw that Jeanne had 
brought a copy of my book. “Listen,” she said, “I want 
to read you something.” She opened the book and read 
from my summary remarks about The Great Debate.

Chall’s book is a classic because it is thorough, disci
plined, and readable....The observations and data she 
amassed seemed inescapably to suggest that—as a com
plement to connected and meaningful reading—system
atic phonic instruction is a valuable com ponent of begin
ning reading instruction. Its positive effects appeared 
both strong and extensive. Yet the reader is left with the 
impression that these findings took Chall by surprise.1

She closed the book, sat back, and peered at me

M arilyn Jager Adam s, currently a consu ltan t w ith  
BBN Technologies, Cambridge, Mass., is the author  
° f  Beginning to Read: Thinking and Learning About 
Print.

long and hard. “Have I said this to you?” she finally 
asked. No, she had not. “Then what makes you think it
is so?”

I felt at least uncom fortable. In giving oneself li
cense to write from the soul, one necessarily gives oth
ers license to see, rightly or wrongly, more than one 
has written. Had I overstepped in this reflection? Had I 
misread? Had I trespassed on her person?

That evening she called on the phone. “I’ve been 
thinking,” she began. Then with a great swell of pride 
in her voice, she announced, “The Great Debate was 
my first fem inist book! Do you know ?” We bo th  
laughed, for both of us did.

Not that Chall was surprised that phonics is useful 
for young readers. English, after all, is an alphabetic 
script. Yet, few who delve into the primary research 
are prepared for the strength or the scope of the phon
ics effect. A w orking know ledge of spellings and 
spelling-sound correspondences is fundam ental for 
young readers. It is essential. Furthermore, w hether 
children gain that understanding is very, very strongly 
influenced by instruction. That is what Chall figured 
out as she wrote The Great Debate. Moreover, she fig
ured it out despite the fact that, by today’s standards, 
the research base from which she worked was both 
crude and spotty7. Had she been anyone else, she might 
well have understood and written about these findings 
only as they fit her prior beliefs. But she did not. Both
ering instead to push  and p o n d er their collective 
meaning and credibility, she caused herself to question 
and, ultimately, revise her own beliefs, even knowing 
the social and professional risks of so doing.

Still today, after many hundreds more pages, many 
thousands more experimental hours and subjects, and 
many millions more dollars w orth of work, we have 
certified much but learned little more. The conclu
sions of our scientific efforts to understand beginning 
reading remain “point for point, virtually identical to 
those at which Jeanne Chall had arrived [in The Great 
D ebate] on the basis of her classroom observations 
and interpretive reviews of the literature.”2

If Chall’s conclusions defied her expectations, if 
they  have been  p roven  only th rough  subsequen t 
decades of hard empirical effort, then one cannot help 
but wonder. How did she manage to figure them out? 
The answer, I am convinced, derives no more from 
Chall’s exceptional intelligence and discipline than 
from her uncontainable intellectual honesty. In the last 
chapter of The Great Debate, Chall wrote:

In presenting the conclusions of this study, and especially 
the recommendations growing out of these conclusions, I 
am keenly aware that I can never hope to escape from 
the influence of my time.... It would be foolish to think 
that I do not share in this human condition.... I hope I 
have adequately stressed that the conclusions and recom
mendations I present here hold for now —for the present 
available evidence, for existing school conditions (as I see 
them), and for the goals we seek now.3

Compare this voice to those who have so loudly and 
brutally maligned her for her work. Then reconsider 
the strength of this woman. How much easier her life 
would have been had she given up or given in.

Now, more than 30 years later, our country is again 
recognizing that its future depends on the education
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of its children. At the same time, for reasons of infor
mational advances and demographic shifts, the educa
tional disparities and inequities of our public school 
system are more clearly quantified and more starkly 
ghettoized than ever before. In her preface to The 
Reading Crisis, Chall reflected:

It is common today, as in the past, to look elsewhere than 
to educational research for an understanding of the liter
acy problems of low-income children and for ways of 
solving these problems. Currently, cultural and political 
theories are offered as reasons for the low achievement of 
poor children and for the lag between mainstream and at- 
risk children. Although cultural and political explanations 
may help us understand the broader picture, in the end 
they must be translated, in practical terms, into w hat can 
be done in schools and in homes. Such translations ought 
to consider the historical findings of educational re
search—that good teaching improves achievement and 
thereby can em power all children and especially those at 
risk.4

Indeed, thanks largely to Jeanne Chall, we now pos
sess an o v e ra b u n d a n c e  o f h a rd  da ta  th a t  only  
strengthen her conclusion: Provided that we apply the 
lessons we have learned, there is no reason for any 
healthy child in any classroom in our country to be left 
behind in reading.

1 Adams, M. J. (1990). Beginning to read: Thinking a n d  learn
ing about print, p. 39. Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press.

2 Adams, 1990, p. 49.
1 Chall, J. S. (1967). Learning to read: The great debate, pp. 

305-306. New York: McGraw-Hill.
' Chall, J. S., Jacobs, V. A., & Baldwin, L. E. (1990). The reading 

crisis: Why p o o r children fa ll behind. Cambridge, Mass.: Har
vard University Press.

□

Tribute to 
Dr. Chall— 
A Teacher
B y  N a n c y  R ah N eill

Once, I explained to Dr. Chall that while I wrote 
thousands of memos, letters, curriculum guides, and

Jeanne Chall’s Last Book
By E. D. H ir s c h ,  J r .

The Academic Achievem ent 
Challenge is 185 pages long. Writ
ten in a clear, even-tempered style, 
it can be read in one or two sit
tings. It deserves to become as im
portant to teachers as the best-sell
ing anxiety-soother by Harry K. 
Wong, The First Days o f  School. 
Chall’s book is even more valuable 
to teachers, because it tells us 
what to do on the days that follow.

Chall’s book puts to rest—or 
should—some age-old debates. Is 
direct teaching more effective on 
balance than indirect teaching? Is 
small-group instruction better on 
balance than whole-class instruc
tion? Is there a difference between 
what works for disadvantaged and 
for advantaged children? Among 
historians, who is right, those who 
say that “progressive” child-cen- 
tered education has taken over our 
elementary schools or those who 
deny that it ever really displaced 
“traditional” teacher-centered edu
cation? And no matter which 
school of historical thought has 
that answer right, which modes of 
teaching are in fact best for reach
ing all children?

In answering each of these

questions, Jeanne Chall preserves 
what one of my student-teach- 
ers calls a “cool 
head.” She does 
not assume that 
the researchers 
on either side of 
these heated con
troversies are fools 
or knaves. But she 
does recognize the 
role that ideology 
has played and con
tinues to play in 
these debates, and 
she quotes a telling 
passage from John 
Dewey’s teacher, the 
child-centered advo
cate, G. Stanley Hall:
“The guardians of the 
young should strive first 
of all to keep out of na
ture’s way... They should feel pro
foundly that childhood as it comes 
fresh from the hands of God, is 
not corrupt, but illustrates the sur
vival of the most consummate 
thing in the world” (1901). This 
idea of education as promoting 
natural growth, never pressing the 
children before they are “ready,” 
took various forms through the 
century, ending in the stage the

ory of Piaget. The 
teacher is a hands- 
off gardener who 
does not get in na
ture’s way. The 
rival tradition sees 
teachers as more 
hands-on garden
ers, like those in 
Shakespeare’s 
Richard II who 
“give support- 
ance to the 
bending 
twigs,” and 
“root 
away/The 
noisome 
weeds 
which with

out profit 
suck/The soil’s fertility 

from wholesome flowers.” It’s an 
old debate, which Chall labels 
“student-centered” versus 
“teacher-centered” education, and 
the weight of evidence, Chall 
shows, favors the more active, 
Shakespearian sort of gardener—if 
our aim is to educate all children.

That democratic aim lies at the 
heart of Chall’s review of research 
into methods of teaching. During 
her lifetime of scholarship, she
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so on as a part of my job, I was not “a writer.” She lis
tened carefully, as she always did to everyone, and 
then related that once she had said something similar 
to Dr. Edgar Dale. He asked her if she could sit for long 
periods of uninterrupted time and hold a pencil. To 
her affirmative replies, he said, “Then you can w rite— 
and I will help you.” Because she helped me, I am writ
ing this tribute.

I never told Dr. Chall that she was the  greatest 
teacher I ever had, and I don’t know that I could. I be
lieve she knew at some level but would not have felt it 
was a valuable allocation of time to talk about it. I do 
know she believed being a teacher was the most im
portant job. She delighted in telling how, when she be
came a professor of education and director of the 
Reading Laboratory at Harvard University, her mother 
asked if she could still tell her friends that her daugh
ter was a teacher. I remember, too, while visiting a 
school during the height of the whole language move
ment, how stunned and saddened Dr. Chall was when

Nancy Rae Neill is supervisor o f  curriculum and  in
stru c tio n  fo r  the R acine U nified  School District, 
Racine, Wis.

corrected by a teacher who preferred to be called a 
“facilitator.”

In 1966, I read a draft copy of Dr. Chall’s Learning 
to Read: The Great Debate. I was a graduate student 
of the senior author of the major “look-say” basal of 
the day. While he appeared ashen after reading her 
book, it made sense to me. Many of the children who 
came to the clinic at his university required systematic 
phonic instruction in order to advance in learning to 
read. Yet, even as she wrote about the importance of 
phonics, Dr. Chall cautioned people not to overdo it, 
or “we will be confronted in 10 or 20 years with an
other bestseller: ‘Why Robert Can’t Read.’” This is ex
actly what happened!

Dr. Chall’s capacity for looking at all facets of a prob
lem was remarkable. She tirelessly asked questions of 
everything and everyone, including herself. By ques
tioning her students, she forced us to focus, to analyze, 
to synthesize, and to think for ourselves. She was so 
great at enabling others that we frequently believed 
we had done it all on our own.

Dr. Chall’s pow er as a teacher drew not only from 
her scholarship and experience, but from her rare abil
ity to empathize with students, young and old. I recall a

produced a number of books and 
reports focused on the problem of 
reaching all children, including 
those from educationally deprived 
backgrounds. One of the hidden 
passions behind all of her dispas
sionate scholarship, including her 
great book of 1967, Learning to 
Read: The Great Debate, is her 
earnest concern that while the 
more romantic traditions of stu- 
dent-centered teaching, such as 
the “whole w ord” or “whole lan
guage” approach, can succeed 
with many middle-class students, 
they do not succeed with those 
who need instruction the most.

The reason for this disparity is 
fundamental. Middle-class students 
often have support systems out
side of school that enable them to 
progress even when instructional 
time is not used effectively in 
school. Disadvantaged students, 
by contrast, need direct and effec
tive teacher-centered methods, be
cause they lack that outside sup
port system, and cannot afford the 
time-inefficiencies of “discovery” 
modes of teaching. Discovery 
methods do work with some stu
dents, Chall concedes, even if not 
efficiently. But she cites over
whelming research that shows

that implicit, student-centered 
methods do not reach all students. 
With some poignancy, she reports 
that this fact has been known, and 
widely ignored, for over a hundred 
years.

In making a distinction between 
student-centered and teacher-cen
tered education, and in showing 
that an ocean of research favors 
teacher-centered methods, Chall 
might seem to polarize the issue. 
But that would be to read this 
powerful little book with insuffi
cient care. Research does support 
some advantages in discovery, stu
dent-centered methods of teach
ing, when they are used judi
ciously, and when all children in a 
class have been primed to make 
the desired discovery. In general, 
explicit teacher-centered instruc
tion needs to precede implicit dis
covery instruction. The teacher 
who asks students to discover 
“Which time of year is hotter at 
the equator, fall or summer?” is 
well advised not to raise that inter
esting question out of nowhere, 
without having directly provided 
to all the children enough relevant 
knowledge to think productively 
about the question.

That is just common sense, and

common sense has been Chall’s 
hallmark. But common sense and 
punctilious scholarship did not al
ways shield Jeanne Chall against 
ideological fervor. It did not pre
vent her from being vilified as a 
“phonicator” during the long-last
ing reading wars, which have only 
recently concluded with a vindica
tion of her careful scholarship in 
The Great Debate. Chall lived to 
see that vindication, but died just 
before this new book was pub
lished. I hope that other teachers 
will respond to it as my student- 
teachers did. One of them said 
that the story of the research into 
student-centered teaching at the 
Gary, Ind., public schools in the 
early 1900s “blew her away.” I 
asked her why. “Well it seems like 
we still keep doing and saying the 
same things even after we find out 
they don’t work.”

My student had understood. 
Chall would have been pleased.

E.D. Hirsch,Jr. is University 
Professor o f  Education and  
Hum anities a t the University o f  
Virginia, author o f  The Schools 
We Need and Why We Don’t Have 
Them, and  chairm an o f  the Core 
Knowledge Foundation.
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day w hen we were observing reading lessons from be
hind large one-way mirrors in the Harvard Reading Lab. 
One young adult student had advanced from a virtual 
non-reader to the intermediate level. However, his halt
ing “collaborative” reading with his tutor was almost 
painful to observe, and his reading growth seemed to 
have reached a plateau. The young man was slouched 
down in his chair and struggling over the book that 
w as lying on th e  desk. The tu to r  sym pathetically  
w aited for him to puzzle over every difficult word. 
Jeanne shortly zipped out and asked if she could work 
with him. She had him sit up straight and hold his own 
book. Then she asked him to start reading w ith her 
help, and she instantaneously provided any word he 
missed. The student began to read faster and faster and, 
soon, without Jeanne’s assistance. When Dr. Chall told 
him that was fine and he could stop, he kept right on 
reading to the end of the chapter. The student’s body 
language was totally altered in a 10-minute period and, 
from the smile on his face, it was clear that he now 
knew he could read. Jeanne reinforced this with a few 
positive comments and encouragement to take risks 
and continue working to meet his goal. It was not long 
before the young man reached his goal: to read and 
comprehend a book that his father had written.

I also recall walking through the exhibit hall with 
Dr. Chall at one of the International Reading Associa
tion Conventions. At a booth selling a high-interest, 
low-vocabulary series of textbooks, she noticed that 
the series started out a few months below grade level 
but, by sixth grade, began with stories that were listed 
as two years below grade level. Dr. Chall asked the rep
resentative why this was so. If children used the series, 
and if it w as successful, th en  w hy w o u ld n ’t they  
progress in achievement instead of losing ground? The 
representative treated Dr. Chall as someone not too 
bright and carefully explained that this was the correct 
way for “slow” children to learn to read. (This disre
garded all research evidence to the contrary as well as 
Dr. Chall’s work on the importance of using challeng
ing reading material in instruction.) The representative 
compounded his errors by stating that the readabilities 
w ere correc t because the com pany used the Dale- 
Chall Readability7 Formula to determine all the levels. 
When Dr. Chall asked if this was true even at the first- 
and second-grade level, he assured her that it was. 
(Note: The Dale-Chall Readability Formula was devel
oped for assessing materials at grades 4 and above.) Dr. 
Chall asked a few more questions but never told the 
representative her name. I love this story and would 
have used it for many a laugh. However, I noticed that 
Dr. Chall never told it to anyone nor used it in any pre
sentation. In fact, in the volumes of writing that she 
produced, and in the many presentations I listened to, 
I never heard her make one comment that would per
sonally hurt another individual. She wrote and spoke 
as a professional, basing her comments on evidence, 
observations, and personal experiences working di
rectly with children and teachers.

Dr. Chall w as my teacher, my m entor, and my 
friend—as she was to each of us involved in learning 
about reading. Even now when I read an interesting ar
ticle in E duca tion  Week, the N ew  York Times, or 
w herever, my hand autom atically  reaches for the

phone to call Jeanne for her insight and comments. So 
many of us will always miss her charismatic smile and 
the ever-present twinkle in her eyes.

□

Jeanne Chall: 
A Memory
B y  W iley B levins

A Beginning
I was 24, a new Harvard Graduate School of Educa

tion student, and fortunate enough to be in Dr. Chall’s 
class during her final year of full-time teaching. I'll 
never forget that first day of her Reading, Schools, and 
Social Policy class. She began the class by listing the 
topics we would discuss throughout the semester. 
After a few topics, a young woman sitting next to me 
nodded her head knowingly in response to one of the 
topics. “What do you think about this?” Dr. Chall in
quired, pointing to the now stunned redhead. The stu
dent squirmed slightly as she m uttered her feelings 
about the topic and what she thought should be done 
in  schoo ls  based  on  th ese  feelings. A nnoyed or 
amused, I’m not sure which, Dr. Chall quickly inter
rupted her, “What research do you have to base that 
on?” she firmly asked. “N one,” the  girl answ ered  
slightly embarrassed. The girl began to backpedal like 
a tourist in a rowboat approaching the Niagara Falls. 
Dr. Chall’s message was received. Whatever we said in 
(or out of) class had to be supported by solid research. 
We were never to make statements or decisions based 
on feelings, unsubstantiated beliefs, or gut reactions to 
situations. It was a lesson I never forgot.

An Ending
A year prior to Dr. Chall’s death, I returned to the 

picturesque streets of Cambridge with a colleague of 
mine to speak to a publishing class at the Harvard 
Graduate School of Education. I was now an executive 
editor at a large publishing house working on reading 
textbooks for the primary grades. Before the publish
ing class, a lunch  w as a rran g ed  w ith  Dr. Chall. 
Throughout the lunch, Dr. Chall spoke about her work 
schedule (writing to noon each day), a book she was 
sending to a publisher (her last), and several future 
projects she was planning. I discussed with Dr. Chall 
current issues in basal reading publishing, such as the 
push to have controlled text in first grade with a much 
higher decodability count. Dr. Chall’s research greatly 
supports this notion as does my work. My concern 
was over “how ” controlled and/or decodable the text 
should be. I couldn’t locate any research that provided 
an optimum decodability number. I explained to Dr. 
Chall that various educators and state policymakers 
were beginning to set decodability minimums for this

Wiley Blevins is director o f  Primary a t Scholastic.
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text. “On what research do they base that?” Dr. Chall 
firmly inquired. “I haven’t seen this research!” The 
tone and message were familiar. “What would you sug
gest?” I cautiously queried. “I would have to conduct 
research to find out,” she replied. Our conversation led 
me to conduct the most important research of my ca
reer—an attempt to answer this question. I owe much 
of what I know and have done to Dr. Chall’s expertise 
and guidance. The field of education is certainly lack
ing w ithout her brilliance. I thank her and will miss 
her.

Teacher 
and Mentor
B y  Lin d a  K. Rath

At a celebration marking the 30th anniversary of 
Sesame Street, Jeanne Chall sat in the front row. I ac
com panied her to this event, and she nudged and 
w hispered  to me throughout. W hen G erry Lesser 
saluted her from the stage, thanking her for “insisting 
that the alphabet have a starring role in the show,” she 
leaned over and hissed, “What a battle that was. Self
esteem, that’s all they wanted. I had to fight to make 
them  give kids knowledge and skills!” Elmo himself 
came over to thank Jeanne at the dinner that followed. 
“You helped me learn my ABCs,” he crooned.

Though Professor Jeanne Chall was a world-class 
scholar, she was also a maven of TV She watched talk 
shows, docum entaries, music specials, and educa
tional programs for children. She believed that televi
sion could help accomplish her life’s mission: teaching 
people, especially at-risk children, to read. She made a 
point of watching every new kids’ show on the PBS 
lineup, and she had strong—and sometimes surpris
ing—opinions of them (e.g., Barney  and Teletubbies 
got a thumbs up).

Dr. Chall was on board to advise writers during the 
Electric Company era, and she was eager to contribute 
to the new est pro-literacy PBS series, Between the 
Lions.' She was one of the first to hear of the new 
show, in fact, due to her long-time friendship with 
Phyllis Cerf, former head of Beginner Books at Random 
House. Betiveen the Lions is the brainchild of Phyllis’s 
son, Christopher, and several New York colleagues, 
and they turned to Dr. Chall early on for ideas about 
the curriculum content.

Ever the tough critic and teacher, Jeanne was also a 
diligent and thorough advisor. Each script was read 
with the same care she always gave to the papers and 
dissertations of her students. She’d mark her script 
copies with “No!” and “Why here?” and sprays of sug
gestions. She argued that children w a n t  to learn, so

Linda K. Rath is curriculum director fo r  Between the 
Lions. She was a research assistant and  teaching fe l
low fo r  Dr. Chall in the late 1980s.

there’s no need to jazz things up to the level of parody 
or burlesque. She would persistently prod and cajole 
the writers to promote cultural literacy and deliver sys
tematic phonics instruction. But she was always sup
portive and had a good-humored touch at these impor
tant advisory meetings.

Jeanne saved her heavier-handed approach for our 
private talks, when she would urge me to be forceful 
and clear-sighted in my role as curriculum director. I 
was nervous on the day I brought her to WGBH for a 
screening of our first pilot episode, “The Fox and the 
Crow.” I knew she’d notice every mistake, missed op
portunity, and over-the-top enactment. But her eyes lit 
up as she watched the opening story unfold. She did 
let out a “tsk, tsk” every now and then, and she swat
ted me playfully w hen she felt something was distract
ing or unnecessary. We stopped the tape about 50 
times, so she could explain her objections. Then, at 
the end, she proclaimed, “I like it. It’s m uch better 
than Sesame Street! The family is really very charming. 
They read books and play with words—it’s so upbeat 
and literary! Now, here’s what you have to do to make 
it better...” Two days later, she called to say that she 
was very excited about the show and that we'd better 
start thinking about a classroom curriculum to supple
m ent it. “W hen you start writing the materials and 
teacher’s manual,” she said, “I’ll be happy to help you 
with it.” Regrettably, that was not to be.

The episode Jeanne critiqued that day is dedicated 
to her, and her name appears on a logo at the end of 
each show, along with the names of several departed 
Sesame Street w riters and Ted Geisel (Dr. Seuss). I 
think she would have loved to know that she is to be 
forever in the company of those smart, talented men 
who shared her mission and looked to her for guid
ance.

Jeanne would also have been happy to know that 
w hen I read a script, I hear her voice questioning 
every word and lesson. Is the vocabulary rich enough 
here; is it too sophisticated there? I pull out Readabil
ity Revisited2 and check the word list. I use her argu
ments in prodding w riters to teach im portant skills 
and promote cultural literacy. Wouldn’t she have loved 
to see this notice in the paper the day after Between 
the Lions premiered:

Which brings up the great reading debate—phonics or
whole word, you ask? No question, Between the Lions is
foursquare behind phonics. Just listen to The Vowelles
tell about the short E sound (eh, eh, eh).5

1 Betw een the Lions is a co-production of WGBH and Sirius 
Thinking, Ltd. It is funded in part by a Read to Learn grant 
from the United States Department of Education through the 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting. Major support is also 
provided by the Carnegie Corporation of New York, the Park 
Foundation , The A rthur Vining Davis Foundations, th e  
Charles H. Revson Foundation, and the Institute for Civil So
ciety. National corporate sponsorship is provided by Chee- 
rios® and e-Toys®.

2Chall, J.S. & Dale E. (1995). Cambridge, Mass.: Brookline Books.

3 Jeanne Spreier, TV Week, The Dallas M orning News, April 2,
2000 . □
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T e a c h in g  
V o c a b u l a r y

Early, direct, and sequential

By  A n d r e w  B iemiller

DURING THE past 10 years, Jeanne Chall [see trib
ute, pages 16-23] encouraged me to focus on the 
study of vocabulary and how vocabulary growth might 

be encouraged. Both of us had come to the conclusion 
that vocabulary growth was inadequately addressed in 
current educational curricula, especially in the ele
m entary and preschool years and that more teacher- 
centered and planned curricula were needed, just as 
had been the case with phonics. Jeanne had come to 
this conclusion through her work on the stages of 
reading development (Chall, 1983/1996), her work on 
textbook difficulty (Chall and Conard, 1991), and espe
cially through the findings of her joint research project 
with Catherine Snow on families and literacy (Chall, 
Snow, et al., 1982), as summarized in The Reading Cri
sis (Chall, Jacobs, and Baldwin, 1990). In this book, 
Chall and her colleagues traced the relative decline in 
reading achievements experienced by working-class 
children who had become competent readers by third 
grade but whose vocabulary limitations increasingly 
had a negative effect on their reading comprehension 
as they advanced to seventh grade. (Jeanne mentioned 
to me several times her disappointment that The Read
ing Crisis was not more widely discussed.)

I had  b e e n  p a rticu la rly  in f lu e n c e d  by W esley 
Becker’s famous Harvard Educational Review  article 
(1977) noting that the impact of early DISTAR success 
with decoding was muted for reading comprehension 
in later elementary grades by vocabulary limitations. 
Becker argued that this was a m atter of experience 
ra ther than general in telligence by observing that 
while his DISTAR students’ reading comprehension fell 
relative to more advantaged students by grade 4, their

A n d rew  B iem iller  is professor, In s titu te  o f  Child  
Study, D epartm ent o f  H um an Development and  Ap
plied  Psychology, University o f  Toronto, Ontario. His 
latest book is Language and Reading Success (Brook
lin e  B o o ks , C a m b rid g e , M ass.) T h is  a r tic le  is 
reprinted  w ith  perm ission  fro m  the In tern a tio n a l  
Dyslexia Association quarterly newsletter, Perspec
tives, Fall 2000, Vol. 26, No. 4.

m athem atics perform ance rem ained high. He sug
gested that the difference was that all the knowledge 
that is needed  for m ath achievem ent is taught in 
school, w hereas the vocabulary growth needed for 
successful reading comprehension is essentially left to 
the home. Disadvantaged homes provide little support 
for vocabulary growth, as recently docum ented by 
Hart and Risley (1995). I was further influenced by the 
finding of my doctoral student, Maria Cantalini (1987), 
that school instruction in kindergarten and grade 1 ap
parently had no impact on vocabulary development as 
assessed by the Peabody vocabulary test. Morrison, 
Williams, and Massetti (1998) have since replicated 
this finding. This finding is particularly significant in 
view of Cunningham and Stanovich’s (1997) recently 
reported finding that vocabulary as assessed in grade 1 
predicts more than 30 percent of grade 11 reading 
comprehension, much more than reading mechanics 
as assessed in grade 1 do. Finally, I have been influ
enced by the consistent finding in the oral reading mis- 
cue literature that when overall error rates reach 5 per
cent of running words (tokens), that “contextual” er
rors (those that make sense in context) virtually disap
pear. I infer from this that when readers (or listeners?) 
understand less than 95 percent of the words in a text, 
they are likely to lose the meaning of that text (and be 
especially unlikely to infer m eanings of unfam iliar 
words).

In short, as Gough and Tunmer (1986) have pointed 
out, vocabulary development is both important and ig
nored. Can w e—educators—do better, or are we sim
ply bumping into constitutional limitations that are be
yond the power of schools to affect? In the remainder 
of this article, I am going to summarize a few points 
that support the argument for an increased emphasis 
on v ocabu la ry  and suggest the  need  for a m ore 
teacher-centered and curriculum-structured approach 
to ensure adequate vocabulary development.

The con seq u en ces o f  an increased  em p hasis  
on  phonics. In recent years, we have seen a tremen
dous emphasis on the importance of phonics instruc
tion to ensure educational progress. We also have seen
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that w hile m ore ch ildren  learn  to “rea d ” w ith  in
creased phonics instruction, there have not been com
mensurate gains in reading comprehension (e.g., Gre
gory, Earl, and O ’D onoghue, 1993; M adden et al., 
1993; Pinnell et al., 1994). What is missing for many 
children who master phonics but don’t comprehend 
well is vocabulary, the words they need to know in 
order to understand what they’re reading. Thus vocab
ulary is the “missing link” in reading/language instruc
tion in our school system. Because vocabulary deficits 
particularly affect less advantaged and second-language 
children, I will be arguing that such “deficits” are fun
damentally more remediable than many other school 
learning problems.

Schools n ow  do little to prom ote vocabulary  
d evelop m ent, particularly in  the critica l years  
before grade 3. The role of schooling in vocabulary 
acquisition has been the subject of much debate. Early 
(pre-literacy) differences in vocabulary growth are as
sociated with social class (Duncan, Brooks-Gunn, and 
Klebanov, 1994; Hart and Risley, 1995; McLloyd, 
1998). Nagy and Herman (1987) and Sternberg (1987) 
argue that much vocabulary acquisition results from 
literacy and wide reading rather than from direct in
struction. However, it is obvious that a great deal of vo
cabulary acquisition occurs before children become lit
erate, and before they are reading books that intro
duce unfamiliar vocabulary (Becker, 1977). Cantalini 
(1987) and Morrison, Williams, and Massetti (1998) 
both  report that vocabulary acquisition in k inder
garten and grade 1 is little influenced by school expe
rience, based on finding that young first-graders have 
about the same vocabulary (Peabody Picture Vocabu
lary Test) as older kindergarten children. Cantalini re
ported the same result for second grade.

The re la tiv e ly  sm a ll n u m b er o f  w o rd s  that 
need to be learned. It is sometimes argued that the 
num ber of words children need to learn is so great 
that this can only happen incidentally through wide 
reading (Anderson, 1996; Nagy and Herman, 1987; 
Sternberg, 1987). This argument is quite reminiscent 
of the argument that the spelling-to-sound structure of
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English is so difficult that it can’t be taught but only 
learned through experience. In both cases, the com
plexity of what needs to be learned has been some
w hat exaggerated. Many years ago, Lorge and Chall 
(1963) argued that traditional d ictionary sampling 
methods for assessing vocabulary had greatly overesti
mated the volume of vocabulary children needed to 
acquire. As Lorge and Chall, Beck and M cKeown 
(1990), and others have noted, we need to focus on 
root word growth rather than the acquisition of all in
flected and derived forms of words. Jeremy Anglin’s 
(1993) m onograph  suggests that ch ildren  acquire 
about 1,200 root words a year during the elementary 
years w ith perhaps half that many root words learned 
per year prior to grade 1. (He also argues that perhaps 
twice that many words need to be learned, particularly 
in c lu d in g  id io m atic  fo rm s.)  My ow n  re se a rc h  
(Biemiller and Slonim, in press) suggests that the aver
age number of root word meanings acquired per year 
may be somewhat smaller, more like 600 root word 
meanings a year from infancy to the end of elementary 
school. This conclusion, based on root word meanings 
sampled from Dale and O’Rourke’s Living Word Vo
cabulary  (1981), is partly based on the observation 
that many similar meanings are acquired at about the 
same age and probably do not require separate instruc
tion.

Evidence that vocabulary d ifferences present  
by grade 2 m ay account for m ost vocabulary dif
ferences in  elem entary school. There has been rel
atively little discussion or examination of individual dif
ferences in vocabulary growth. Hart and Risley (1995) 
observed large differences associated with word learn
ing opportunities in the preschool years. In our cur
ren t research, Naomi Slonim and I are finding that 
large vocabulary differences are present by the end of 
grade 2—amounting to more than 3,000 root words 
between high and low quartiles in a normative popula
tion (Biemiller and Slonim, in press). After grade 2, 
cross-sectional data indicate that the lowest-quartile 
children may actually add root word vocabulary faster 
than the higher-quartile children. However, by grade 5, 
they have only reached the median for grade 2 chil
dren. Thus, if we could find ways of supporting more 
rapid vocabulary growth in the early years, more chil
dren would be able to comprehend “grade level” texts 
in the upper elementary grades. (Note that the “read
ing grade level” of texts is in fact almost entirely deter
mined by the vocabulary load of those texts (Chall and 
Conard, 1991; Chall and Dale, 1995). Thus early vocab
ulary lim itations make “catching u p ” difficult even 
though once in school, children appear to acquire 
new vocabulary at similar rates. To “catch up,” vocabu
lary-disadvantaged children have to acquire vocabulary 
at above-average rates.

The sequentia l nature o f  vocabulary acquisi
tion. Much evidence clearly indicates that vocabulary 
is acquired in largely the same order by most children. 
The existence of empirical vocabulary norms (as in the 
Peabody and Living Word Vocabulary) indicate that 
some words are acquired later than others. Slonim and 
I have found very high correlations (mostly over .90) 
between mean scores for words obtained from differ
ent grades (Biemiller and Slonim, in press). We also-

found that when data is ordered by children’s vocabu
lary levels rather than their grade level, we can clearly 
identify a range of words know n well (above 75 per
cent), words being acquired (74 percent-25 percent) 
and those little known. Furthermore, these ranges are 
sequential. At any given point in vocabulary acquisi
tion, a preliminary conclusion from this work is that 
there are about 2,000-3,000 root words that a child is 
likely to be learning. This makes the construction of a 
“vocabulary curriculum” plausible.

D e fin in g  an  e s s e n t ia l  v o ca b u la ry  for  h ig h  
sch o o l graduates. A corollary of the sequential na
ture of vocabulary acquisition is the possibility of 
defining a common vocabulary needed by most high 
school graduates. Several studies have shown that col
lege entrants need 11,000 to 14,000 root words, while 
college graduates typically have about 17,000 root 
words (D’Anna, Zechmeister, and Hall 1991; Goulden, 
Nation, and Read, 1990; H azenberg and Hulstijn, 
1996). We need fu rther research on the degree to 
which we can identify these words. (It is clear that all 
do not know the same exact words. It is equally clear 
that there is a substantial common vocabulary plus a 
further more discipline-specific vocabulary.)

The h yp oth esis  that m ost root w ord  and id 
iom atic vocabulary learned before and during e l
em entary sch ool results from  direct explanation  
o f  w ords. We know relatively little about the p ro
cesses by which children add words to their vocabular
ies. Some of the data are negative—evidence that chil
dren do not easily acquire words by inference, espe
cially children younger than age 10 (Robbins and Ehri, 
1994; W erner and Kaplan, 1952). In Bus, Van Ijzen- 
doom, and Pellegrini's (1995) summary of the effects 
of reading to children, there is evidence that younger 
children profit less from simply being “read to.” There 
is also positive evidence that children do readily ac
quire vocabulary when provided with a little explana
tion as novel words are encountered in context (Beck, 
Perfetti, and McKeown, 1982; Elley, 1989; Feitelson et 
al., 1986; Feitelson et al., 1991; W hitehurst et al., 
1998). Preliminary evidence from directly interviewing 
children about word acquisition suggests that as late as 
grade 5, about 80 percent of words are learned as a re
sult of direct explanation, either as a result of the 
child’s request or instruction, usually by a teacher 
(Biemiller, 1999b). Overall, I believe that before age 
10, the evidence supports the conclusion that a sub
stantial m ajority  of new  root w ords are acquired  
through explanation by others (including explanations 
in texts) rather than by inference while reading, as has 
often been argued by Anderson, Nagy and Herman, 
and by Sternberg. For practical purposes, we should 
be prepared to ensure the availability and use of expla
nations of word meanings throughout at least the ele
mentary school years.

Although children differ in their opportunities 
to learn words and the ease with w hich  they learn  
words, evidence suggests that m ost can learn vo
cabulary at norm al rates. There is clear evidence that 
vocabulary is associated with socioeconomic status— 
presumably reflecting differences in opportunity (as 
documented by Hart and Risley, 1995; and Snow, Burns, 
and Griffin, 1998). There is also clear evidence relating
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vocabulary development to various phonological skills 
or capacities (e.g., Gathercole et al., 1997). It is likely 
that environment and “capacity” interact—that constitu
tionally more-advantaged children also may be environ
mentally more advantaged. However, a number of stud
ies summarized in Biemiller (1999a), Stahl (1999), and 
elsewhere clearly indicate that children can acquire and 
retain two or three words a day through instruction in
volving contextualized introduction and explanation of 
new words. Furthermore, while less verbally fluent or 
lower vocabulary children and adolescents have been 
found to benefit little from inferring word meanings 
(Cain and Oakhill, in preparation; Elshout-Mohr and van 
Daalen-Kapteijns, 1987), more-direct approaches have 
been reported to work well with these children (see 
Elley, Feitelson, and Whitehurst references cited previ
ously). Overall, I hypothesize that most children (90 
percent plus) can acquire new vocabulary at rates nec
essary to reach “grade level” or near grade level vocabu
lary in middle elementary school, i f  given adequate op
portunity to use new words and  adequate instruction 
in word meanings.

The need for planned introduction and expla
nation  o f  vocabulary plus various tools to help  
ch ildren  becom e m ore in dependent in  dealing  
w ith  new  vocabulary. I have suggested above the hy
pothesis that 80 percent or more of the root words 
learned by grade 6 are learned as a result of direct ex
p la n a tio n  by parents, peers, teachers, and texts. 
Those who learn more words almost undoubtedly en
counter more words and  receive more explanations 
of word meanings. This suggests that we could do con
siderably more than we now do to ensure the develop
ment of adequate vocabulary through systematic expo
sure to two to three new  words a day combined with 
adequate explanation of these words and opportuni
ties to use them. (I am referring to new meanings not 
simply words that are unfamiliar in prin t.) Present

school practices fall far short of this objective in the 
primary grades. (Schools may do better in the upper 
elementary grades.) Other types of vocabulary instruc
tion (e.g., using affixes, word family approaches, and 
direct instruction in inferencing) will also be useful, 
especially in grades 3 and above.

This particular objective raises the possibility of re
turning to a more basal approach, at least as one com
po n en t  of classroom language and reading instruction. 
If vocabulary acquisition is largely sequential in nature, 
it would appear possible to identify that sequence and 
to ensure that children at a given vocabulary level have 
an opportunity to encounter words they are likely to 
be learning next, within a context that uses the major
ity of the words that they have already learned. Some 
researchers are already beginning to work on this ob
jective (e.g., David Francis and Barbara Foorman in 
Texas, Jan Hulstijn in the Netherlands, Margaret McKe- 
own and Isabel Beck in Pittsburgh, William Nagy in 
Seattle, and John Morgan and myself in Toronto). Many 
problem s need to be solved. Existing lists of words 
(e.g., Living Word Vocabulary) do not correspond 
closely enough to observed sequences of word acquisi
tion to be great guides (although they are better than 
nothing). Word frequency in print data (e.g., Carroll, 
Davies, and Richmond, 1971) bears relatively little rela
tionship to observed word knowledge. (In my studies, 
Carroll’s SFI index accounted for 7 percen t of ob
served root word knowledge. In contrast, Living Word 
Vocabulary levels accounted for more than 50 percent 
of our data.) William Nagy (personal communication) 
has proposed com bining Dale and O ’Rourke’s data 
with expert ratings—a very plausible suggestion.

Given the  establishm ent of plausible vocabulary 
lists, teachers could relate these lists to vocabulary 
being introduced in books (short stories, novels, texts) 
being studied, be aware of words to introduce or ex
plain (or to query children about if they don’t ask!), 
and be aware of some im portant words that a ren ’t 
going to be covered in the established curriculum . 
These words could be taught directly or other materi
als (e.g., stories to be read to class) could be intro
duced that include them.

C onclusion: A su b stan tia lly  greater teacher-  
centered effort is needed to prom ote vocabulary  
developm ent, especially  in  the kindergarten and  
early prim ary years. In her last book, The Academic 
A ch ievem en t Challenge, Jeanne Chall (2000) p re 
sented a summary of research supporting the effective
ness of “teacher centered” approaches to education. 
The information reviewed here similarly points to the 
need for more planned (but contextualized) introduc
tion of vocabulary. This is especially true in the pre- 
reading years (before grades 3 or 4 w hen children 
begin to read books that are likely to introduce new 
vocabulary). Specifically, increased teacher-centered 
vocabulary work should include the deliberate intro
duction of a wider range of vocabulary in the early pri
mary years through oral sources (most children are 
limited in what they can read at this age level), ensur
ing coverage of about 4,000 root words by the end of 
grade 2. In the later elementary years, continued devel
opm ent will include adding another 500 to 750 root 
words per year, additional idioms, and increased flu
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ency in using derived words. In addition, in the upper 
elementary grades, instruction is needed in deriving 
w ord meanings from affixes, w ord families, etc., as 
well as in ways of inferring word meanings. If we are 
serious about “increasing standards” and bringing a 
greater proportion of schoolchildren to high levels of 
academ ic accom plishm ent, we cannot continue to 
leave vocabulary development to parents, chance, and 
highly motivated reading.

Thus, I strongly recommend a more teacher-directed 
and curriculum-directed approach to fostering vocabu
lary and language growth. I f  education is going to 
have a serious “com pensatory” function, we m ust do 
more to prom ote vocabulary. Our current data show 
large “environmental” effects in kindergarten to grade 
2. Large differences remain by grade 5 (e.g., children 
in the lowest grade 5 quartile have vocabularies similar 
to median second-grade children). Is this simply the 
product of “intelligence”? I believe it is in considerable 
part the result of different learning opportunities. 
After grade 2, vocabulary growth rates look similar or 
faster for “low quartile” children. I f  w e  could keep 
them from being so far behind by grade 2, they appar
ently wouldn’t be so far behind in grade 5!

I don ’t believe we can make all kids alike. But I 
think we could do more to give them similar tools to 
start with. Some kids may have to work harder to add 
vocabulary. Educators may have to work harder with 
some kids. So w hat’s new? But now, educators do vir
tually nothing before grade 3 or 4 to facilitate real vo
cabulary growth. By then, it’s too late fo r  m any chil
dren. □
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R eal
H ero es

Editors Note: Beginning on page 32 are three hero 
stories taken fro m  the just-released book, 50 Ameri
can Heroes Every Kid Should Meet, by Dennis Denen- 
berg a n d  Lorra ine Roscoe. We hope th is b o o k — 
which includes the other 47 heroes we d id n ’t have 
room fo r—will soon f in d  its way into every class
room library and  fa m ily  bookshelf

By  D e n n is  D en en ber g

WILLIAM PENN was an obsession for 
Elaine Peden, the Philadelphia  
L n q u irer  M a g a z in e  r e p o r te d  in 

1991. Peden had devoted enor
mous tim e and energy to p ro 
moting recognition of Pennsyl
vania’s founder. In 1984, she 
had persuaded  Congress to 
extend honorary United States 
citizenship to both Penn and 
his wife, Hannah. But Peden’s 
successes in bringing Penn into 
the consciousness of Americans 
had been soured for her by disap 
pointm ents. W hen she visited the 
restored William Penn statue on top of

Dennis Denenberg is a professor o f  educa 
t io n  a t  M ille r sv ille  U n iv e rs ity  in  
Millersville, Pa. The stories on pages 
32-37 are reprinted w ith  perm ission  
fro m  50 American Heroes Every Kid 
Should  M eet, © 2001  by D e n n is  
D enenberg  a n d  L orra ine  Roscoe  
(The Millbrook Press). Library edi
tion copies are available by calling 
800/462-4703- For additional infor
m ation visit www.heroes4us.com.

Philadelphia’s City Hall, she expected 
to see again in the waiting area the 75 
paintings of events in the life of the 
Penns done by high school students. 
Instead she found a blowup of the 

Phillie Phanatic, the cartoonish 
mascot of the city’s professional 
b a seb a ll team . T he c i ty ’s 
fo u n d e r w as ou t; th e  c i ty ’s 
newest fantasy figure was in.

The s itua tion  is n o t m uch 
better at our country’s official 
museum. A few years ago, the 
Sm ithsonian In stitu tio n ’s Na
tional Museum of American His
tory published a new brochure 
to guide kids through the mu
seum. It is w ritten around the 
Charles Schulz “Peanuts” char
acters, w ith their pictures ev

erywhere. So, today we have Snoopy leading 
our kids around our national history museum— 

instead of Sacagawea w ho led Lewis and Clark 
across our nation!

Two years  ago, th e  U.S. 
Mint began issuing special 
quarters (five a year for 10 
years) to  honor all of our 
50 states. Guess w ho the 
Mint is using in its adver- 

cam paign to  call at
tention to this worthwhile en

deavor? Perhaps one of the heroes 
on some of th e  quarters , 

such as Delaware’s Caesar Rodney who, 
despite suffering from asthma and cancer, 

80 miles on horseback to Philadel
phia, arriving at Independence Hall just in
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time to cast the deciding vote in favor of our nation’s 
independence. Or perhaps the famous Minutemen—a 
statue of one graces the Massachusetts quarter—those 
always-at-the-ready farmers and colonists w ho rallied 
together to help defeat the British during the Revolu
tionary War. Or perhaps those who risked their lives to 
settle the West, build the railroads, or design our great 
bridges. No, none of these. The U.S. Mint chose in
stead, as the icon for its honor-the-states educational 
initiative—are you ready—Kermit the Frog, decked out 
as w hat appears to be (although no one seem s to 
know for sure) George Washington—or one of those 
guys in the funny colonial hats and cape.

Classrooms and homes around the United States du
p licate this pattern . Pictures of great peop le  have 
given way to fantasy creatures. At one time many—if 
not m ost—public school classrooms in America dis
played portraits of George Washington and Abraham 
Lincoln. Today, if such portraits appear at all, it is usu
ally for a two-week period in February, during Presi
dents’ Day commemorations.

I have visited hundreds of classrooms over the past 
20 years. I have talked w ith teachers, observed dis
plays, and examined curriculum materials; and I have 
become aware of how fantasy figures com pete with 
real-life heroes for students’ attention. Often, the fan
tasy ones are winning.

Cartoon and other fantasy characters pervade chil
dren’s lives. Little Mermaids and Elmo adorn the cloth
ing kids wear and the lunch pails they carry. A little 
girl gets up in the morning. Her head probably rested 
on a Powerpuff Girls pillowcase. She goes down to 
breakfast and eats cereal from a box with a cartoon 
character on it, then gets dressed in a T-shirt with Rug- 
rats on it, picks up her Pokemon lunch pail, and heads 
off to school where there is a bulletin board w ith more 
cartoon figures on it.

Teachers and parents choose such materials so fre
quently, they tell me, because they believe these fig
ures have motivational value. Cartoon mice and ducks 
are familiar. “They can be comforting to kids,” parents 
and teachers say.

Perhaps fantasy characters motivate and comfort. But 
junk food motivates and comforts, too. Like junk food, 
popular fantasy and cartoon characters are sweet, en
ticing to the eye—and empty of real value. Like junk 
food, they displace what is more important. They fill 
kids up. The kids no longer hunger for the nourish
ment they need to become healthy, fully mature adults.

Is it any wonder that teenagers become hooked on 
the next level of fad fantasy figures—the super-rich 
athletes and popular culture rock and entertainment 
stars. Their presence in the media is everywhere, with 
entire cable channels devoted to the icons of music 
and athletics. So the Rugrats T-shirts eventually be
come Aerosmith shirts, Powerpuff Girls backpacks be
come WWF (World Wrestling Federation) duffel bags, 
and the  very  in nocen t Little M erm aid p o s te r in a 
child’s bedroom is replaced by a nearly life-sized one 
of Britney Spears.

The over-presence of fantasy characters in our culture 
and in our schools and homes contributes, I am con
vinced, to a confusion for our children and adolescents 
about the value of real-life human accomplishments. It

is not surprising that in 1991, when a Harrisburg, 
Pa.-area school district asked its fifth- to 12th- 
graders to name people they most admired, the 
teenagers chose rock stars, athletes, and television 
personalities—people who often seem to be larger 
than life. Other than Nelson Mandela, no famous 
people from any other field of endeavor were men
tioned. No great artists, inventors, humanitarians, 
political leaders, composers, scientists, doctors— 
none were mentioned by the 1,150 students.

Likewise, when the Scripps-Howard newspaper 
chain asked a representative sample of 25- to 45- 
year-olds to write a two-page essay about their fa
vorite  hero , there  w ere a lot of blank 
pages; 60 percent of the group said they 
have no personal heroes.

I FREQUENTLY am asked to give presenta
tions on why heroes are important for 
children. I sometimes begin by putting on 

the familiar Mickey Mouse ears, and I lead 
my adult audience in a rousing rendition of 
the “Mickey Mouse Club” song. Almost ev
eryone knows the words. Then I switch to 
a co lonial hat and rec ite  a p o rtio n  of 
Thomas Jefferson’s immortal words, “We 
hold these truths to be self-evident....” I ask 
the audience to join me as soon as they 
know the words of our birth certificate, 
the Declaration of Independence. While 
most adults can, I ask them, “How many of 
ou r young p eo p le  cou ld  rep ea t those  
words?” The comparison with the Mickey 
Mouse song leads to a spirited discussion 
of what has happened to real heroes in our 
culture.

“Look around,” I say to my audiences. “You’re sur
rounded by people. Count 30 people, yourself among 
them. One of that 30 would probably have polio if it 
w eren’t for Jonas Salk. That’s how prevalent polio was. 
But w hen Salk died a few years ago, we as a nation 
hardly took notice. Certainly, few young people have 
any sense of how that great doctor saved their genera
tion from a crippling disease.”

Have we lost a generation of people who don’t have 
heroes, who don’t know what a hero is or don't under
stand what a positive influence a hero can be in a per
son’s life?

A hero is an individual w ho —--------------------
can serve as an example. He or 
she has the ability to persevere, 
to overcom e the hurdles that 
impede others’ lives. While this 
intangible quality of greatness 
appears almost magical, it is in
deed most human. And it is pre
cisely because of that hum an
ness that some individuals at
tain heroic stature. They are of 
us, but are clearly different.

We look to heroes for inspira
tion. T hrough th e ir  achieve
ments, we see humankind more 
positively. They make us feel
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good. They make us feel proud. Their successes and 
failures lead us to ponder our own actions and 

inactions. By learning about their  lives, our  
lives become enriched.

We have to stop hiding real heroes from 
students. In our classrooms and homes, we 
must help the next generation discover the 
e x c ite m e n t o f m ee tin g  g rea t m en  and 
women.

There are literally hundreds of exciting 
ways to bring real heroes to life. First and fore- 

r most, read about them. So many quality biographies 
are now  available by superb  c h ild re n ’s au tho rs  
(Hakim, Freedman, Meltzer, Fritz, Adler, and others)— 
yet teachers and parents rarely choose a biography 
when they read aloud to their kids. Make it part of 
your adult responsibility to transmit heroes to the 
next generation.

Once kids have met these extraordinary heroes, 
engage them  in meaningful projects to make the 

hero a real presence in your classroom and home. Cele
brate Teddy R oosevelt’s 
birthday. Put a picture of 
Wilma Rudolph or Daniel 
Hale W illiam s o r Elie 
W iesel or John  Muir on 
the refrigerato r and en 
gage the kids in a mystery 
hero hunt. Every semester 
my college “soon-to-be- 
teachers” students hold a 
heroes’ fair. Hundreds of 
local fifth- th rough  sev
enth-graders come to cam
pus to see and meet hun
dreds of heroes. The most 
th rillin g  a sp ec t o f th is  

whole event is that now schools are doing their own 
versions of heroes’ fairs and a wide assortment of spe
cial events. And, guess what? The kids love it!

In a wonderful Aug. 6, 1995, Parade M agazine  arti
cle entitled, “Who Are Our Heroes?” the noted histo
rian Dr. Daniel Boorstin explained the difference be
tw een heroes and celebrities in a brilliant few sen
tences. I hope intermediate grade and higher teachers 
will consider making this quotation a poster for their 
classrooms—what a dialogue it could spark.

The hero is known for achievements, the celebrity for 
well-knownness. The hero reveals the possibilities of 
human nature. The celebrity reveals the possibilities of 
the press and the media. Celebrities are people who 

make news, but heroes are people w ho make history.
Time makes heroes but dissolves celebrities.

No doubt many parents and teachers have 
already taken up the cause. It is time for 

the rest of us to return great individuals 
to  the  pedestals they  deserve. Young 
people need to see that humans can and 
do make a difference. Children can learn 
that they too are capable of reshaping 
life in a positive way. By reintroducing 

heroes to children, parents and teachers 
can show them that there are real people 

worthy of recognition and emulation.
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E L I Z A B E T H  B l A C R W E L L
February 3, 1821-May 31, 1910

FIR /T  AMERICAN 
W OMAN DOCTOR
• Physician
• Humanitarian
• Trailblazer

T here’s nothing unusual about a 
female doctor. But not so long ago, a 
lot of people thought the idea was

ridiculous.
Even when she was young, Elizabeth 

Blackwell was strong-willed and stubborn, 
not reserved and submissive like girls were
expected to  be.

But not even young Elizabeth consid
ered studying medicine. Not until a dying 
friend planted the seed. Her sick neighbor 
appreciated the hours that Elizabeth spent 
taking care of her. “If I could have been 
treated by a lady doctor, my worst suffer
ings would have been spared me,” she said. 
"If only you were a doctor."

Elizabeth a doctor? Well, why not? It 
was a path no woman had ever attempted 
to follow. Medical schools were for men 
only, so Elizabeth Blackwell spent years 
preparing with the help of some friendly 
doctors before she even applied. She 
wanted to be ready to succeed.

She was twenty-five when she began to 
apply to medical schools. She collected 
rejection after rejection—from all of them.

DIVE INI
Elizabeth Blackwell: A Doctor's Triumph 

by N ancy Kline an d  Nancy Neveloff D ubler 
(Conari Press, 1997), 208 pages.

Barnard Biography, Vol. 2

Although her fellow medical students voted her 
into the school as a joke, Blackwell earned 
their respect. Her only real problem was bemg 
the onlr female in the class on human repro
duction. She later recalled: “Some of the stu
dents blushed, some were hysterical. . .  I had 
to pinch my hand dll the blood nearly came . . .  
to keep me from smiling.”

More rejection letters came, bringing the 
total to twenty-eight. How would you feel?
Would you give up?

Then, the letter from Geneva Medical 
College in New York arrived. Acceptance! 
She was finally on the road to earning her 
medical degree. Only upon arriving at the 
college did she learn why she was accepted. 
It was a joke! The schools faculty had not 
wanted her, but in order to avoid making 
that decision, they asked the all-male stu-
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POWER WOBDT

dent body to vote. The men voted unani
mously for her entry. They figured some 
other medical school was playing a practi
cal joke. But the joke was on them. The 
Geneva faculty had to honor the vote, and
Elizabeth Blackwell was in.

And she had the last laugh. After the 
two-year program was over, Dr. Elizabeth 
Blackwell graduated num ber one in her 
class. The struggle had been long and 
lonely, but she made it. She was a doctor.

However, Dr. Blackwell did not then 
coast on to fame and fortune. After all, she 
had to convince patients to allow them 
selves to be examined by a female doctor! 
W hat followed was a roller-coaster life of 
accomplishment and disappointment. She 
would need every ounce of her intelligence, 
determination, and independent spirit to 
make it work. Do you think she did it? Do 
you think we would have included her in 
this book if she didn t?

fiXPI-ORE!
Dr. Blackwell dedicated her life to curing 
people. How much do you know about first 
aid? Could you help a friend who suddenly 
was injured? Would you know what simple 
things to do and not to do? You can be 
ready to help a family member or friend by 
learning CPR, mouth-to-mouth resuscita
tion, the Heimlich maneuver, and other 
first-aid techniques. By staying calm and 
acting responsibly, you might be able to 
save a life until the 911 emergency squad
arrives.

How do you get this information. First, 
check with your school nurse, who can 
probably give you a pamphlet on first aid. 
The American Red Cross, scouting groups, 
and youth organizations all provide train
ing. The Web site for the American Red 
Cross is: www.redcross.org. This informa
tive site will pinpoint the Red Cross instruc
tion location closest to your home.

Hobart and William Smith Colleges now con
sider Blackwell among their most distin
guished alumnae, evidenced by this 
800-pound, larger-than-life bronze sculpture 
that sits near one of the colleges most trav
eled walkways. Sculptor Professor A. E. Ted 
Aub worked from the few available photo
graphs of Blackwell as well as her diaries in 
order to render her as she might have looked 
in her student days.

"For what is done or 
learned by one class of 
women becomes, by 
virtue o f their common 
womanhood, the prop
erty o f all wom en."
—Elizabeth Blackwell
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G E O R G E  C .  M A B / H A H
December 31, 1880—October 16, 1959

a r c h it e c t  o f  p e a c e

• Army Chief o f  Staff
• Secretaiy o f State
• Recipient, N obel Peace Prize

P resident Harry S Truman called 
General George C. Marshall "the 
greatest of the great of our time.” 
High praise, but do you even know who 

George C. Marshall was?
In 1953, for the first time ever, the Nobel 

Peace Prize was given to a professional sol
dier. Why? Because General George C. Mar
shall came up with a plan that saved 
war-torn Europe from starvation and 
despair after World War II. Whole cities and 
towns had been destroyed. Bridges, roads, 
homes, and schools were gone. Two years 
after the war, Europe was still having trou- 
b e getting back on its feet. The Marshall 
Plan would offer U.S. aid for recovery, but 
not only to our World War II allies. We
would help our former enemies, too, if thev 
let us.

Don’t miss this point: For the first time 
ever in the history of the world, the victors 
offered to help the vanquished! In a speech 
at Harvard University on June 6 1947 
Marshall said: "[Without] the return of nor
mal economic health in the world . . . there 
can be no political stability and no assured 
p eace .’ He continued: “Our policy is 
directed not against any country or doc
trine, but against hunger, poverty, despera
tion, and chaos.” Marshal] knew that if 
things went on as they were, hungry Euro
peans would look for help elsewhere, even 
i their helper gave food with one hand and 
took freedom and justice away with the

other. If they had to tu rn  to Eastern 
Europe s Communist dictators for aid, 
that’s exactly what would have happened.

Well, the Marshall Plan worked Our 
enemies refused help (they didn’t want to 
Play by our rules), but the rest of Europe 
recovered and peace prevailed. Years later, 
when he accepted his Nobel Prize, the frail,’ 
seventy-three-year-old general spoke of 
democracy’s greatness, but warned that 
these democratic principles "do not flourish 
on empty stomachs."

President Harry S Truman (right) awards an 
ak Leaf Cluster to the Distinguished Service 

Cross to Genera] Marshall upon his retire
ment as chief of staff.



There must be an effort o f  the spirit— to 
be magnanimous, to act in friendship, 
to strive to help rather than to hinder'” 

— General George C. Marshall 
(in a lecture given on the 
day after he accepted the 
Nobel Peace Prize in 1953)

e x p l o r e .'

One of the worlds greatest honors is to be 
awarded the Nobel Prize for Peace. To date, 
sixteen Americans have been so honored; 
five of them are found in this book: Mar
shall, Jane Addams, The Reverend Dr Mar
tin Luther King Jr., Theodore Roosevelt 
and Elie Wiesel. Use the Internet or library 
reference section to find the names of the 
other winners.

Did you know that Nobel Prize winners 
receive a cash award? Jane Addams gave 
hers to the Womens International League 
for Peace and Freedom. Dr. Kang donated 
his $54,600 prize to the civil-rights move
ment. Roosevelt distributed his prize to var
ious charities, and Elie Wiesel founded The 
Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity with 
the $290,000 he received from the Nobel 
Committee. No one is quite sure what 
George Marshall did with his prize money

DIVE IN!
George C Marshall: 4 General for Peace by Alan 

Saunders and John A. Scott (Facts On File 
995), Photographs. Makers o f America

of $33,840, not even the researchers at the 
George C. Marshall Foundation, an
organization dedicated to “preserving and 
promoting . . .  the ideals and values of dis
ciplined selfless service, hard work,

,3nd comPassi°n of George Catlin 
Marshall. Check out the George C. Marshall 
Foundation at: www.gcmarshallfdn.org or 
contact them at PO Box 1600, VMI Parade
Lexington, VA 24450. Phone: (540) 463- 
7103.

What would you do with the money if 
you won the Peace Prize? Would you use it 
to promote peace? How? Write or E-mail us 
with your ideas.

This mural 
depicting the 
spectrum of 
Marshall’s 
achievements 
hangs in the 
auditorium of 
the George 
C. Marshall 
Museum in 
Lexington, 
Virginia.
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M A T T H E W  HEM/OM
August 8, 1866-March 9, 1955

THE MAM “ON TOP 
OF THE WORLD”

• Explorer
• Adventurer

By 1900 hum ans had been almost 
everywhere on this planet s land 
surface—everywhere, that is, except

the North and South Poles.
Adventure: It was in his blood. Risk tak

ing: It was part of his way of life. To escape 
from a difficult childhood, Matthew Hen
son set out to sea when only twelve years 
old Through “on-the-job” training he 
learned m ath, reading, and navigation 
skills. By the age of twenty-one, he was an 
experienced world traveler. Then fate 
stepped in. Henson was working in a fur 
and supplies store when an explorer named 
Robert Peary came in to buy some items. 
He mentioned that he needed a servant to 
accom pany him  on an expedition to 
Nicaragua. Guess whom he chose?

On that trip young Henson so impressed 
Commander Peary that he made him his 
trusted assistant. Together, they would try 
to make Peary’s dream come true—to be the 
first hum ans to reach the North Pole.

If you like adventure and mystery, there 
are few stories to m atch this genuine 
drama. Constant danger, subfreezing tem 
peratures, wild animals—it was all there. 
Only after three failed attempts did Robert 
Peary, four native Inuit (Eskimo) guides, 
and M atthew Henson finally reach the 
North Pole. It was April 6, 1909, the end of 
a torturous thirty-six-day journey. They 
probably wouldn’t have made it at all with
out Henson. He knew how to drive the dog 
team and hunt polar bear and musk oxen

Henson looks a bit haggard in this photo, 
which was taken after his : 000-mile trek 
across polar sea ice, returning from the North 
Pole. The Inuit who met lia ison  along his 
journey called him Miy Pah k - kind Matthew.

for food. He realized that the Inuits knew 
what they were doing in that harsh envi
ronment. He learned to speak their lan
guage, so he could ask for their help.

The years of hard work and risk taking 
had paid off. One of the last unreachable 
points on the globe had been reached. After 
Henson and Peary's remarkable trek, no 
one went back to the Pole until seventeen 
years later, when an airplane flew over it. 
And no one has ever repeated the trip to 
and from the North Pole by dogsled.

DIVE IN!
Matthew Henson: Explorer by Michael Gilman 

(Chelsea House. 19S8), 110 pages.
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POWER WORD/'

“History will take care o f that. 
God will see to it, and God has 
plenty o f helpers."

—  Matthew Henson 
(reflecting on the fact 
that he had received 
so little recognition 
for his role in the 
successful trek to 
the North Pole)

E X P L O R E !

For many years, Matthew 
Henson’s achievement was 
ignored in history books 
because of his race.

Although some people 
appreciated the key role he 
played in the North Pole 
expedition, Robert Peary 
got most of the glory. Peo
ple in the early 1900s just 
weren’t ready to cheer for 
a black man, no m atter 
how big a hero he was.

Some say that Peary 
turned his back on Henson 
after they returned from 
the Pole. When Peary died, 
he was buried in Arlington National Ceme
tery and a big m onument was placed on his 
grave. Henson’s final resting place was a 
shared grave in the Bronx, New York.

But America has finally begun to appre
ciate Matthew Henson. In 1988 he received

a hero’s burial in Arlington, 
right next to his old friend, 
Peary. In 1997 a book called 
Dark Companion was finally 
brought back into print fifty 
years after it was written. 
It’s the only biography of 
Henson written with Hen
son himself. See if you can 
find a copy at your local 
library. Bradley Robinson 
was the author, and his son, 
Verne, has now created a 
Matthew Henson Web site 
that is packed with stories, 
pictures, and tributes to the 
legendary explorer. Click on: 
www. m atthew henson. com 

and take a look. Dont miss 
the controversy over whether Henson and 
Peary actually were the first to reach the Po e. 
There’s a movie about Peary you can watch, 
too. It’s called Glory and Honor, and it came 
out in 1998. Be sure to watch for it on televi
sion or video.

An etching 
showing that 
the ice cap over 
which the expe
dition traveled 
was not a 
smooth snow- 
covered surface 
but rather a 
rugged land
scape, fraught 
with danger.
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E. B . W h it e
AND

C h a r l o t t e ’s  W e b

Editors note: Fifty years ago, on January 19, 1951, 
E.B. White fin ished  the fir s t draft o f  Charlotte’s Web. 
The fo llo w in g  year, Charlotte w as published , a n d  
quickly became one o f  the m ost beloved children’s 
books o f  all time.

B y  Sc o t t  Elledge

WHILE WE do not know exactly when E.B. White 
began to w rite Charlotte’s Web, or w hen the 
outlines of its story started to take shape in his mind, 

we do know the particular circumstances that led him 
to its theme. White once described them as follows:

I like animals, and it would be odd if I failed to write 
about them. Animals are a weakness with me, and w hen I 
got a place in the country I was quite sure animals would 
appear, and they did.

A farm is a peculiar problem for a man who likes ani
mals, because the fate of most livestock is that they are 
murdered by their benefactors. The creatures may live 
serenely but they end violently, and the odor of doom 
hangs about them always. I have kept several pigs, start
ing them  in spring as weanlings and carrying trays to 
them  all through the summer and fall. The relationship 
bothered me. Day by day I became better acquainted 
with my pig, and he w ith me, and the fact that the whole 
adventure pointed toward an eventual piece of double- 
dealing on my part lent an eerie quality to the thing. I do 
not like to betray a person or a creature, and I tend to 
agree with Mr. E. M. Forster that in these times the duty 
of a man, above all else, is to be reliable. It used to be 
clear to me, slopping a pig, that as far as the pig was con
cerned I could not be counted on, and this, as I say, trou
bled me. Anyway, the theme of Charlotte’s Web is that a 
pig shall be saved, and 1 have an idea that somewhere 
deep inside me there was a wish to that effect.1

As it turned out, W hite’s wish came true in the story 
of a pig named Wilbur who is saved by a spider named 
Charlotte. They live in the same barn and first become

This article is excerpted fro m  E.B. White: A Biography 
by Scott Elledge. Copyright © 1984 by Scott Elledge. 
Reprinted w ith perm ission o f  the publisher, W W  Nor
ton & Company, Inc. Mr. Elledge’s book is still in 
p r in t and  is available through bookstores.

Photos and  illustrations courtesy o f  the E.B. White 
Collection a t Cornell University.

acquainted when Charlotte overhears Wilbur lament
ing his loneliness and offers to be his friend. Wilbur 
thinks she is beautiful and, as he gets to know her, 
finds her fascinating. W hen he hears that his owner, 
Mr. Zuckerman, plans to butcher him at Christmas
time, Charlotte calms his fears by promising to save 
him. A loyal (and talented) friend, she is as good as her 
word. She makes Mr. Zuckerman believe that Wilbur is 
an exceptional pig by writing words into the webs she 
weaves in the corner of the doorway to Wilbur’s home 
in the cellar of the barn. The Zuckerman family and all 
their neighbors are amazed when they read Charlotte’s 
legend s o m e  p ig , and take it for a miracle—a mysterious 
sign. And the wonder grows (as does Wilbur’s reputa
tion) when she extends her campaign with other leg
ends: t e r r if ic  and, later, r a d ia n t .

W hen Mr. Zuckerman takes Wilbur to the County 
Fair, Charlotte goes along in Wilbur’s crate, hoping to 
help him win a prize and believing that if he does Mr. 
Zuckerman will not kill him. During the night before 
the prizes are awarded she weaves one more w ord— 
this time above Wilbur’s exhibition pen, where all can 
see it. She chooses h u m b l e  for her ultimate praise, a 
word she thinks appropriate because its dictionary defi
nitions, “not proud” and “near the ground,”2 fit Wilbur, 
w ho has remained modest in spite of his fame. The 
board of governors of the Fair give Wilbur a special 
award at a ceremony in front of the grandstand, and Mr. 
Zuckerman’s delight assures Wilbur of a long life.

At the  Fair, as soon as she has finished w riting  
h u m b l e , Charlotte turns all her energies to making an 
egg sac and laying 514 eggs, after which achievement, 
she knows, she will languish and die. The news of her 
impending death crushes Wilbur, but when Charlotte 
says she doesn’t even have the strength to get to the 
crate in w hich he will be returned to Zuckerm an’s 
barn, Wilbur has the wit to persuade his friend Tem
pleton, the rat, to detach Charlotte’s egg sac carefully 
from its place high up on the wall of his pen and bring 
it to him. W ilbur then carries it safely back home, 
where, in a scooped-out place in his warm  manure 
pile, the eggs will be safe during the long winter.

When Charlotte’s children begin to hatch on a warm 
spring day, W ilbur’s heart pounds and he trem bles
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E.B. White at age 62.
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with joy. When they are all hatched, his heart brims 
with happiness. The story ends:

Wilbur never forgot Charlotte. Although he loved her 
children and grandchildren dearly, none of the new  spiders 
ever quite took her place in his heart. She was in a class by 
herself. It is not often that someone comes along who is a 
true friend and a good writer. Charlotte was both.

A biographer could cite many events in W hite’s life 
that found their way into Charlotte’s Web, but none 
would add so much to its significance as an event that 
occurred in 1949, just about the time he began to write 
the book. In August of that year, in a letter to his friend 
John McNulty, White reported that the only writing he 
had done that summer was an introduction to a new edi
tion of the late Don Marquis’s masterpiece archy and  
mehitabel. He had, he said, “lost the knack of earning 
money by putting one word after another.” The introduc
tion would “just about put a new sole” on his sneakers.3 
It is hard to believe he was seriously worried about in
come. He had his small salary from The New Yorker for 
doing newsbreaks; he had income from investments; he 
had royalties from Stuart Little; and “Here Is New York,” 
for which Holiday had paid him $3,000, was such a suc
cess that Harper had decided to republish it as a little 
book in time for the Christmas trade. (By the end of the 
year, 28,000 copies had been printed, and the Book-of- 
the-Month Club had selected it as part of a dual selection 
for January.) Moreover, White could scarcely have felt fi
nancially pressed at the same time he and [his wife] 
Katharine were planning to go to Europe on the Queen 
Elizabeth and he was planning to have a sloop built in a 
Danish boatyard. In any case, the $500 he was paid for 
his introduction to archy and  mehitabel would have 
been inconsequential in comparison with the value of 
certain ideas he may have been reminded of as he read 
and wrote about Marquis’s book—ideas that are impor
tant to the story and to the meaning of Charlotte’s Web.

White had admired Marquis since youth, and now, 
as he was about to pay tribute to him, he was aware 
that he resembled Marquis in some ways:

[Marquis] was the sort of poet w ho does not create eas
ily; he was left unsatisfied and gloomy by what he had 
produced; day and night he felt the juices squeezed out



of him by the merciless demands of daily newspaper 
work; he was never quite certified by intellectuals and se
rious critics of belles lettres.4

White had not suffered that much, but he knew some
thing about journalism’s “merciless demands,” and now, 
in 1949, he felt, in spite of honorary degrees and other 
recognition, that “serious critics” had never quite certi
fied him. When White described Marquis as “a parodist, 
historian, poet, clown, fable writer, satirist, reporter and 
teller of tales,” he also described himself.5 He also shared 
Marquis’s views of human glory and human folly.

w hat White wrote about two of the fictional charac
ters in archy and  m ehitabel has an especially interest
ing bearing on C harlo tte’s Web. M ehitabel, he re
minded his readers, was “always the lady, toujours gai.” 
Some years later, describing Charlotte to som eone 
who wanted to make a movie of the book, White said, 
“She is, if anything, more the Mehitabel type—tou

jours  gai.” Charlotte is like Mehitabel in other signifi
cant ways—in her independence and self-confidence, 
in her wit and competence, in her tough-minded gen
erosity, and especially in her loyalty to herself.

About Warty Bliggens, the toad, White said; “[Mar
quis] was at his best in a piece like ‘warty bliggens,’ 
which has the jewel-like perfection of poetry and con
tains cosmic reverberations along with high comedy 
Beautiful to read, beautiful to think about.” The cosmic 
reverberations are produced by Archy, the cockroach, 
who describes Warty Bliggens as a toad who “consid
ers himself to be the center of the universe”:

the earth exists
to grow toadstools for him
to sit under
the sun to give him light
by day and the moon
and wheeling constellations
to make beautiful
the night for the sake of
warty bliggens....
if i w ere a
human being i would
not laugh
too complacently
at poor warty bliggens
for similar
absurdities
have only too often
lodged in the crinkles
of the human cerebrum6

W hite was tuned to the cosmic reverberations of 
that comment on man’s disposition to assume that the 
whole universe was created to serve him, and Char
lo tte ’s Web w ould suggest the absurdity of that as
sumption. Once, in discussing Charlotte’s Web, White 
was more explicit; he distinguished a spider from a 
human being by saying: “One has eight legs and has 
been around for an unbelievably long tim e on this 
earth; the other has two legs and has been around just 
long enough to raise a lot of hell, drain the swamps, 
and bring the planet to the verge of extinction.”'  There 
is no misanthropy in Charlotte’s Web, but the heroic 
spider is both more noble and more adorable than any 
other creature in the story; and though W hite’s pur
pose was not to preach a sermon, his fable about a 
heroic spider did contain cosmic reverberations of the 
same kind as those contained in Archy’s wry comment 
about human beings who resemble the foolish toad.

The manuscript and notes of Charlotte’s Web do not 
reveal much about the stages of its composition. The 
earliest extant draft is w ritten  in pencil on yellow 
sheets, some of them apparently substituted for earlier, 
discarded sheets, and a few of them apparently added 
as afterthoughts. All contain stylistic revisions made at 
the time of first writing as well as later. What White 
has labeled “First Draft,” at any rate, is substantially the 
story as it finally appeared, except for the four chap
ters added in the final draft. There is no evidence that 
White made any essential changes in the original con
ception of the plot or its characters.

Apparently, most of the first draft was w ritten  in 
1950, much of it between April 1 and October 15, in 
Maine. During this period he contributed nothing to 
“Notes and Comment” [a regular feature in The New  
Yorker], and he cancelled his reservations for the trip 
to England shortly after having made them. He wrote 
his editor at Harper that “maybe in the fall,” instead of 
a collection of New Yorker pieces, he would “have an
o ther sort of book ready.” “I guess it depends,” he 
added, “on how many rainy mornings we get between 
now  and fall, rain being about the only thing that 
brings me and a typewriter together.”8

When White first met Charlotte A. Cavatica in per
son, he had called her Charlotte Epeira, because he 
thought she was a Grey Cross spider, the Aranea seri- 
cata, which in old books on spiders was called Epeira 
sclopetaria. She looked very much like one of the 
species of “House Araneas,” described as “exceedingly 
abundan t on build ings th a t are near the  w ater.”9 
Shortly after he met her White thought of making her 
the hero of his story:

The idea...came to me one day w hen I was on my way 
down through the orchard carrying a pail of slops to my 
pig. I had made up my mind to write a children's book 
about animals, and I needed a way to save a pig’s life, and 
I had been watching a large spider in the backhouse, and 
what with one thing and another, the idea came to m e.10

A month later he made an observation that led him 
to the discovery that she came from a different family 
than he had first thought. At the same time he discov
ered how to end her story:

One cold October evening I was lucky enough to see 
Aranea Cavatica spin her egg sac and deposit her eggs. (I 
did not know her name at the time, but I admired her, 
and later Mr. Willis J. Gertsch of the American Museum of 
Natural History told me her name.) When I saw that she 
was fixing to become a mother, I got a stepladder and an 
extension light and had an excellent view of the whole 
business. A few days later, w hen it was time to return to 
New York, not wishing to part w ith my spider, I took a 
razor blade, cut the sac adrift from the underside of the 
shed roof, put spider and sac in a candy box, and carried 
them to town. I tossed the box on my dresser. Some 
weeks later I was surprised and pleased to find that Char
lotte's daughters were emerging from the air holes in the 
cover of the box. They strung tiny lines from my comb to 
my brush, from my brush to my mirror, and from my mir
ror to my nail scissors. They were very busy and almost 
invisible, they w ere so small. We all lived together happily 
for a couple of weeks, and then somebody whose duty it 
was to dust my dresser balked, and I broke up the show."

Before he consulted Gertsch, he had discovered in 
John Henry Comstock’s Spider Book  a spider called 
Aranea cavatica, which “lives in great numbers about 
houses and barns in northern New England” and some-
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One o f the earliest versions 
o f the first page o f  Charlotte’s Web.

tim es builds very large w ebs. From Com stock he 
learned that the genus A ranea  was for some time 
know n by the name Epeira, that spiders had been 
known to destroy “small vertebrate animals, includ
ing...a fish” (a fact upon which White based one of the 
stories Charlotte tells Wilbur), and that the “males, of 
some species at least, dance before the females”12 (a fact 
upon w hich W hite based Charlotte’s Mehitabel-like 
boast, in a passage later deleted, that her husband was 
“some dancer”).13 And he could have discovered, if he 
did not already know it, that if Charlotte’s children had 
not been confined to his bedroom in Turtle Bay Gar
dens, they would not have covered his comb and brush 
with their gossamer, for “very young spiders...in warm 
and comparatively still autumn days...climb to the top of 
some object...lift up their abdom ens, and spin out 
threads, and if there is a mild upward current of air, are 
carried away by them.”14 When he went to see Gertsch, 
he carried a list of carefully prepared questions, the an
swers to some of which he used in the final chapter of 

the book. Later, when Garth Williams 
agreed to illustrate Charlotte’s Web, 
White sent him a copy of Gertsch’s 
American Spiders. White was proud 
of the scholarly accuracy of his text 
and Williams’s drawings.

Near the end of October, W hite 
wrote the editor of Holiday that he 
was “engaged in finishing a work of 
fiction. (I guess that’s what it is.)” He 
finished the first draft on January 19, 
1951, and on March 1 he wrote Ur
sula Nordstrom at Harper that he had 
finished another children’s book but 
had “put it away for awhile to ripen 
(let the body heat out of it).”15

Before he completed his first draft, 
White had begun to think about a bet
ter way to  open  the  story. He had 
opened it with a description of Wilbur 
and the barn he lived in (which later 
became Chapter III). He had not intro
duced the s to ry ’s p rinc ipal hum an 
characters, Fern Arable, her brother, 
Avery, and their parents, until consid
erably later, at a point after which they 
played increasingly significant parts in 
the story. By the time White neared the 
end of the first draft, Fern’s interest in 
Henry Fussy had become an important 
element in a complex theme. Though 
the story ended in the animal world of 
Wilbur, and with our attention on Char
lotte, White decided it would be better 
to introduce the story from the point of 
view of a hum an being, rather than 
from W ilbur’s, and that that hum an 
being should be the little girl whose 
character he had already created. The 
Charlotte’s Web m anuscripts suggest 
that he made a good many attempts at a 
new opening before he found the right 
one. For some time he tried to let the 
story begin at midnight, when Fern's fa-
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ther goes out to the hoghouse and by lantern-light finds 
that his sow has littered 11 pigs, one more than she has 
teats to feed them with. The trouble with all the varia
tions on that opening was that they lacked dramatic ac
tion and failed to introduce the girl whose perception 
and sensibility would gradually lead the reader into the 
world of the bam. White did not succeed in shifting the 
emphasis until he hit upon the lead of the final version: 
‘“W here’s Papa going with that ax?’ said Fern to her 
mother as they were setting the table for breakfast.”

In the  opening chap ters of the  revised version, 
White tells how Fern saves Wilbur, the runt, from her 
father’s ax, and delights in feeding and caring for him 
till he is 5 weeks old, at which time he has become 
too big for her to handle and she lets herself be per
suaded to sell him to her uncle for $6. Chapter I of the 
first draft became Chapter III, and the rest of the text 
required only a few revisions to accommodate Fern’s 
p resence up to the point w here she had originally 
made her first appearance. As he increased her pres
ence in the story White saw in her some of the charac
teristics he rem em bered in himself as a boy. In his 
notes, W hite wrote: “She loved being out of bed be
fore the others. She loved early morning because it 
was quiet and fresh and smelled good and she loved 
anim als.... She w as small for he r age.... She was 
thoughtful, and a great many things bothered her”16— 
in short, she is a lot like Sam, the boy in The Trumpet 
o f the Swan, and she is a lot like White.

I
N MARCH 1952 the contract for Charlotte’s Web 
was signed. In it Harper agreed to pay White no 
more than $7,500 in any one year of the royalties 

earned by the book. In those days the Internal Rev
enue Service perm itted authors to spread out their 
earnings in this way over the years following the pub
lication of a book. Charlotte’s Web, however, turned 
out to be a better trapper than anyone had foreseen: 
In 1979, w hen White finally was able, with the per
mission of the I.R.S., to withdraw the balance of royal
ties due him, the sum was over half a million dollars— 
of which, of course, a large part went to pay taxes.

In May the Whites moved to Maine for the summer; 
in June Andy [White’s nickname] had the w orst hay 
fever he’d had in many years; and in July Katharine, in 
the early stages of hepatitis, had to go to the hospital in 
Bangor. In August, after some effort, Andy located and 
purchased two Suffolk ewes for $125 each. In short, 
during the waiting period between the completion of 
the manuscript and its publication the life of the Whites 
was normal: They wrote, they edited, they were ill, and 
they farmed. In “Notes and Comment” for September 
13 (a month before Charlotte’s Web appeared), White 
described a recurrence of his “head” trouble:

Mid-September, the cricket’s festival, is the hardest time 
of the year for a friend of ours who suffers from a ringing 
in the ears. He tells us that at this season it is almost impos
sible, walking or riding in the country, to distinguish be
tween the poetry of earth and the racket inside his own 
head. The sound of insects has become, for him, com
pletely identified with personal deterioration. He doesn’t 
know, and hasn’t been able to learn from his doctor, what 
cricket-in-the-ear signifies, if anything, but he recalls that 
the Hemingway hero in “Across the River and into the 
Trees” was afflicted the same way and only lasted two 
days—died in the back seat of an automobile after closing
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the door carefully and well. Our friend can’t disabuse him
self of the fear that he is just a day or two from dead, and it 
is really pitiful to see him shut a door, the care he takes.17

If the ringing in his ears came from anxiety about 
Charlotte’s debut, White could soon slam doors care
lessly. From the first, everyone at Harper was sure the 
book would be a hit. His editor, Ursula Nordstrom, did 
not let her admiration impede her usefulness. She per
suaded White to change the title of the last chapter 
from  “D eath of C h arlo tte” to  “Last Day,” and she 
worked well with Garth Williams, whose pictures had 
truly, and charmingly, illustrated Stuart Little. Through 
her, Andy had tactfully communicated his notions and 
his concern  about the drawings: Charlotte must be 
“beguiling,” and she must be represented as accurately 
as possible; in Am erican Spiders there was no illustra
tio n  o f A ra n e a  c a v a tica , b u t th e re  w as one  of 
Neoscona  “that looks like Charlotte, p retty  m uch”; 
“Smooth legs and smooth abdomen are correct. (Actu
ally, Charlotte’s legs are equipped with fine hairs, and 
these are mentioned in the book, but the overall effect 
is of smooth, silk-stocking legs.)”18 It was going to be a 
good-looking book. It was also going out into a world 
where only seven years ago Stuart Little had sold a 
hundred thousand copies in its first year. Harper or
dered a first printing of 50,000 copies of Charlotte’s 
Web and started an intensive advertising campaign a 
month before the publication date, October 15.

In the pre-Christmas season the book outsold every 
other title on the Harper list and had to be reprinted. 
The reviews were good, and the response from friends 
and acquaintances was reassuring. David McCord said 
that he had seen the Grand Canyon once and had never 
been able to talk about it—“It is the same with Char
lotte’s Web.” Bennett Cerf guessed that “if there’s only 
one book of the current season still in circulation 50 
years hence, it will be C harlo tte’s Web.” And Jean 
Stafford, recovering from a nervous breakdown, wrote: 

Dear Andy,
Charlotte’s Web is the most beautiful and strengthening 

book I have read in I don’t know when, and I think I will 
commit the entire of it to memory. I give you fully as 
much credit as I do my good doctors for relieving my ter
rors. Thank you for this and for everything else you have 
written and will write.

Yours, Jean19

Orville Prescott, in the Times, and Lewis Gannett, in 
the Herald Tribune, reviewed the book briefly but fa
vorably. In the Los Angeles Sunday News Richard Ar
mour said, “If the story doesn’t quite come up to that 
of Stuart Little, it is still better than most children’s 
books.” August Derleth, in the Madison, Wis., Capital 
Times, called it “one of those rare stories for young 
people  w hich bid fair to last longer than  their au
thor—a minor classic beyond question.”20

It did not make the front page of the Sunday New  
York Times Book Review, as most of W hite’s other 
books have done, but Eudora Welty’s review in the 
special children’s-book supplement was an excellent 
piece of criticism. “The book has,” she said, “grace and 
humor and praise of life, and the good blackbone of 
succinctness that only the most highly imaginative sto
ries seem  to  grow.” Her conclusion  th a t it is “an 
adorable book,” was preceded by a summary, an inter

pretation (it is “about life and death, trust and treach
ery, pleasure and pain, and the passing of time”), and a 
judgment ( “As a piece of work it is just about per
fect”). On the front page of the Sunday Herald Tri
bune  B ook Review, Pamela Travers, au thor of the 
Mar)7 Poppins books, said that the “tangible magic” of 
Charlotte’s Web is “the proper element of childhood, 
and any grown-up who can still dip into it—even with 
only so much as a toe—is certain at last of dying young 
even if he lives to 90.” Pamela Travers also reviewed 
the book in London (where it had been simultaneously 
published, by Hamish Hamilton) in The N ew States
m an and  Nation. The London Times Literary Supple
m ent praised the book, noting that “Mr. W hite’s lan
guage is fresh and exciting.”21

Since that first printing of 50,000 copies there have 
been (nearly) innumerable printings, in several edi
tions. By now over 6 million copies have been sold.* In 
its more than 20 translations there is no telling how 
many copies have been printed. In I960 Charlotte’s 
Web was the “overwhelming” w inner in an informal 
poll conducted by Publishers Weekly to discover “the 
best children’s book written between 1930 and I960.” 
During the 11 years betw een 1963 and 1973, when 
The New York Times compiled an annual bestseller list 
for children’s books based on bookstore sales, Char
lotte’s Web was always among the top 10; and from 
1967 to 1972, it was always first or second. In 1971 it 
was second only to The T rum pet o f  the Swan. In 
1976, when Publishers Weekly polled “teachers, librar
ians, authors, and publishers,” asking them  to name 
the 10 best children’s books written in America since 
1776, Charlotte’s Web was num ber one, followed by 
W here the  W ild T h ings Are, Tom Sawyer, L ittle  
Women, The Adventures o f  Huckleberry Finn, The 
Little House in the Big Woods, Johnny Tremain, The 
Wizard o f  Oz, The Little House on the Prairie, and 
The Island o f  the Blue Dolphins. For the past 20 years 
in America, Charlotte’s Web has outsold W innie the 
Pooh, any single Mary Poppins book, The Wind in  the 
Willows, The Little Prince, and Alice in Wonderland.21

C HARLOTTE’S WEB is a fabric of memories, many 
reaching back much further in time than W hite’s 
life on his farm. It is a pastoral fiction written when, 

more than ever before, W hite’s vision was retrospective 
and his sense of life was sharpened by his having seen 
many things com e to an end. The N ew  Yorker of 
Harold Ross, K atharine W hite, E. B. W hite, James 
Thurber, and Wolcott Gibbs had become middle-aged— 
was no longer so carefree as it had been 25 years be
fore. New York itself was not the same city that had 
drawn the young New Yorker writers to it. Joel, W hite’s 
only son, was no longer a child. White was 50, slightly 
beyond middle age. And in the 1950s the civilized 
world itself seemed to be past middle age and failing 
fast. But for White, the most important things that had 
passed w ere the sensations and images of infancy, 
childhood, and youth; and if he could remember them

’Today, 17 years after Scott Elledge’s biography of E.B. White 
was published, it is estimated that 1.5 million hardback copies 
and 9.5 million paperback copies of Charlotte’s Web have been 
sold.
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clearly, he could rem em ber the self that had experi
enced them. If he could evoke that self and keep in 
touch with it, he could imagine a fiction, write a story, 
create a world that children would believe in and love.

White was especially pleased with Pamela Travers’s 
review of Charlotte’s Web in The New Statesman and  
Nation  because in it she had confirmed W hite’s own 
theory of communication. She had said that anyone 
who writes for children successfully is probably writ
ing for one child—namely, “the child that is himself.”23 

Perhaps White was especially able to write for the 
child that was himself because he had never stopped 
communicating with it. He had, in fact, never stopped 
trying to win the approval of the self he once referred 
to as “a boy I knew.” The integrity of W hite’s view of 
the w orld owed m uch to the boy he kept in touch 
with despite his own loss of innocence. And the clar
ity and grace of his writing derived in part from the 
clarity of his vision of that ideal young self:

I think there is only one frequency and that the whole 
problem is to establish communication w ith one’s self, 
and, that being done, everyone else is tuned in. In other 
words, if a w riter succeeds in communicating with a 
reader, I think it is simply because he has been trying 
(with some success) to get in touch w ith himself—to clar
ify the reception....24

About w hat he discovered w hen he got in touch 
with himself, we should take White at his word. To a 
reader of Charlotte’s Web he wrote: “All that I hope to 
say in books, all that I ever hope to say, is that I love 
the world. I guess you can find that in there, if you dig 
around." And though White does not think much of 
“diggers,” admirers of Charlotte’s Web need not feel 
guilty about discussing what and how the story means.

Most of w hat W hite loved in the w orld is repre
sented in Charlotte’s Web. Essentially it consists of the 
natural world of creatures living in a habitat filled with 
objects, animate and inanimate, that W hite enjoyed 
seeing, hearing, feeling, smelling, and tasting. The 
most lyrical passages in the story are celebrations of 
w hat’s out there—things and actions. Remember, for 
example, the opening of Chapter III:

The barn was very large. It was very old. It smelled of 
hay and it smelled of manure. It smelled of the perspira
tion of tired horses and the wonderful sweet breath of pa
tient cows. It often had a sort of peaceful smell—as 
though nothing bad could happen ever again in the 
world. It smelled of grain and of harness dressing and of 
axle grease and of rubber boots and of new  rope.

The strong organic smells of manure, perspiration of 
horses, and the breath of patient cows are as reassur
ing as the smell of hay. Process and plenitude are at 
the heart of the satisfactory world of the barn, which 
is a kind of paradise regained w here  it seem s “as 
though nothing bad could happen ever again in the 
world.” But, better than any ideal world, the real world 
of the barn was so full of such a variety of things that 
no one living there should ever be bored:

It was full of all sorts of things that you find in barns: lad
ders, grindstones, pitch forks, monkey wrenches, 
scythes, lawn mowers, snow shovels, ax handles, milk 
pails, water buckets, empty grain sacks, and rusty rat 
traps.

Outside the barn there were other accumulations of 
things, such as the dump, where even refuse was inter

esting:
Here, in a small clearing hidden by young alders and wild 
raspberry bushes, was an astonishing pile of old bottles 
and empty tin cans and dirty rags and bits of metal and 
broken bottles and broken hinges and broken springs and 
dead batteries and last m onth’s magazines and old dis
carded dishmops and tattered overalls and rusty spikes 
and leak)' pails and forgotten stoppers and useless junk of 
all kinds, including a wrong-size crank for a broken ice
cream freezer.

Wilbur’s slops were plentiful and various. For breakfast 
he might have:

Skim milk, crusts, middlings, bits of doughnuts, wheat 
cakes with drops of maple syrup sticking to them, potato 
skins, leftover custard pudding w ith raisins, and bits of 
Shredded Wheat.

Even in the rain that Wilbur (like his creator) hated, 
there were variety and plenitude:

Rain fell on the roof of the bam  and dripped steadily from 
the eaves. Rain fell in the barnyard and ran in crooked 
courses down into the lane where thistles and pigweed 
grew. Rain spattered against Mrs. Zuckerman’s kitchen win
dows and came gushing out of the downspouts. Rain fell 
on the backs of the sheep as they grazed in the meadow.

There were the variety of seasons and the new and 
plentiful phenomena characteristic of each season:

The early summer days on a farm are the happiest and 
fairest days of the year. Lilacs bloom and make the air 
sweet, and then fade. Apple blossoms come with the 
lilacs, and the bees visit around among the apple trees....

Early summer days are a jubilee time for birds. In the 
fields, around the house, in the barn, in the woods, in the 
swamp—everywhere love and songs and nests and 
eggs....The song sparrow, who knows how brief and 
lovely life is, says, “Sweet, sweet, sweet interlude; sweet, 
sweet, sweet interlude.” If you enter the barn, the swal
lows swoop down from their nests and scold. “Cheeky, 
cheeky!” they say....

Everywhere you look is life; even the little ball of spit 
on the weed stalk, if you poke it apart, has a green worm 
inside it.

After Charlotte dies, Wilbur understands that life is a 
sweet interlude, and the knowledge that he cannot live 
forever only intensifies his love for life in his world:

Life in the barn was very good—night and day, w inter 
and summer, spring and fall, dull days and bright days. It 
was the best place to be, thought Wilbur, this warm deli
cious cellar, w ith the garrulous geese, the changing sea
sons, the heat of the sun, the passage of swallows, the 
nearness of rats, the sameness of sheep, the love of spi
ders, the smell of manure, and the glory of everything.25

But that is how he felt after Charlotte had taught him 
that the smell of manure, the love of spiders, and the 
glory of everything were three parts of a kind of natu
ral divinity.

In all W hite’s writings the smell of manure (or of 
such other rich organic matter as leaf mold) is always 
exciting, promising, or reassuring: It “always suggests 
that life can be cyclic and chemically perfect and aro
matic and continuous.”26 In Charlotte’s Web it is a part 
of the glory of everything, and in the lullaby that Char
lotte sings to Wilbur it is part of the comforting mys
tery of life:

“Sleep, sleep, my love, my only,
Deep, deep, in the dung and the dark;
Be not afraid and be not lonely!
This is the hour w hen frogs and thrushes
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/I drawing o f Zuckerman’s barn that 
White made to guide him as he wrote 
Charlotte’s Web.

Praise the world from the woods and the rushes.
Rest from care, my one and only,
Deep in the dung and the dark!"

But the book makes clear that the world White loves 
is more than a collection of things, natural and man- 
made, or a fascinating organization of reassuring cycli
cal, ongoing processes: It is a world in which the mo
tive for creating, nurturing, teaching, encouraging, 
singing, and celebrating is love. Charlotte sang away 
Wilbur’s loneliness and his fear of death by persuading 
him that his world was cuddling him in the warmth 
and protection of its dung and its darkness. But her 
power to convince him of this benevolence came from 
her love for him, whom she called her “one and only.” 
It was the love implied in “Sleep, my love” that cured 
W ilbur’s depression and anxiety, that saved his life, 
and that taught him how to live out the rest of his life.

W hite discovered Charlotte, to be sure, w hen he 
was looking for a way to save Wilbur, but in making 
her the savior he served more than the needs of his 
plot. By making her an admirable creature, he helped 
readers free themselves from prejudices against spi
ders. He wanted to write a children’s story that was 
true to the facts of nature and that, by reflecting his 
ow n love and understanding of the natural world, 
might help others to lift up their lives a little. His story 
turned out to be more than an idyll. It is a fable that 
subtly questions the assum ption that hom o sapiens 
was created to have dominion over every other living 
thing upon the earth. It also affirms that heroism is not 
a sexually determined characteristic, nor is it identical 
with self-sacrifice. Charlotte does not save Wilbur by 
dying; she saves him by following her instincts, by 
using her intelligence, and by being true to her indi
vidual self w ithout being false to her general nature. 
Heroes, Charlotte reminds us, have from ancient times 
been people in a class by themselves because they 
used their unusual gifts to protect others.

Wilbur’s education in the grim facts of life, including 
fear and death, begins w ith learning how  to accept 
such facts as Charlotte’s nature, her “miserable inheri
tance,” which includes the instinct to live by killing 
other creatures. She says it’s “the way she’s made”; she 
“just naturally” builds webs and traps flies. “Way back 
for thousands and thousands of years,” Charlotte ex
plains, “w e spiders have been  laying for flies and 
bugs.” But that fact does not explain what caused such 
behavior in the first place. She doesn’t know

how the first spider in the early days of the world hap
pened to think up this fancy idea of spinning a web, but 
she did, and it was clever of her, too. And since then, all 
of us spiders have had to work the same trick. It’s not a 
bad pitch, on the whole.

Charlotte does not know the origin of evil, though per
haps she recognizes its existence w hen she calls her 
instinct to kill a “miserable inheritance” and when she 
says, “A spider’s life can’t help being something of a 
mess.” Her ethical views resemble those of W hite’s fa
ther, w ho used the w ord m istake  for w hat o thers 
called “sins,” and those of White himself, w ho prefers 
the nonjudgm ental w ord m ess for w hat o thers de
scribe in moral terms.

When Charlotte explains to Wilbur why she saved 
his life, she gives two reasons: she likes him , and “per-
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haps [she] was trying to lift up [her] life a little.” Here, 
as the skeptical White comes close to the problem of 
moral imperatives, he is cautious. Perhaps, he says, she 
was trying to lift up her life a little—to transcend her 
genetic inheritance, or be a little better than she had 
to be; and w hen she adds, “Heaven knows anyone’s 
life can stand a little of that,” she carefully, as well as 
humorously, warns that a little concern for moral im
provement goes a long way. Unlike Justa the female ca
nary, wife of Baby, Charlotte does no t “enjoy the nobil
ity of self-sacrifice.”

Charlotte’s charity' has its limits. When Wilbur asks 
her what she’s doing as she begins to weave her egg 
sac, she answers, “Oh, making som ething, making 
something as usual.” Wilbur asks, “Is it for me?” “No,” 
says Charlotte. “It’s something for me, for a change.” 
She pretends, perhaps, to be harder-headed than she 
is, but she is nonetheless governed by splendid self-in
terest and self-respect (or perhaps, of course, by self
ish genes).

Charlotte lives and dies a free creature, intellectually 
as well as instinctively accepting her biologically deter
mined fate. In laying her 514 eggs in her beautifully 
made sac she is not carrying out the wishes of spider 
society any more than she is doing it to please her 
mate. She’s pretty sure why she creates her m agnum  
opus, in the full knowledge that when it is finished she 
will die.

Earlier, w hen she tells Wilbur that she thinks she 
will not go with him to the Fair because she will have 
to stay home and lay eggs, and Wilbur suggests that 
she can lay her eggs at the Fair, Charlotte says: “You 
don’t know the first thing about egg laying, Wilbur. I 
can’t arrange my family duties to suit the management 
of the County Fair. When I get ready to lay eggs, I have 
to lay eggs, Fair or no Fair.” White does not make Char
lotte a victim of anything—even fate. She obeys sensi
bly the imperatives of being a female spider, knowing 
that she “has to,” and she sounds, in fact, as if she were 
proud of her part in the great natural scheme, proud 
of the “versatility” of someone who can write and can 
also produce 514 eggs—save a friend’s life as well as 
create new lives.

Children’s books in the past had seldom faced up 
so squarely as did Charlotte’s Web to such tru ths of 
the human condition as fear of death, and death it
self; and they had not implied the courageous ag
nosticism  that disclaimed any understanding of why 
life and the w orld are the way they are. In 1952 few 
ch ild ren ’s books had made so clear as C harlo tte’s 
Web th a t th e  natural w orld  of the  barn  does not 
exist to serve the world of the farmers w ho think 
th ey  ow n  it. And few  c h ild re n ’s books have so 
clearly em bodied a love that can cure fear, make 
death  seem  a p a rt of life, and be strong w ithou t 
being possessive. Charlotte was “in a class by her
self.” She was braver and more capable of friendship 
than Wilbur because she was older and more experi
enced, and probably because she was a superior in
dividual—that is, a hero. Among heroes, of course, 
she was su i generis.

All of which is to suggest that Charlotte’s Web was 
and probably will continue to be a modern book based 
on the integrity of a humble and skeptical view of the

natural world and of the human beings in it. It gives no 
support to prejudice in favor of the superiority  of 
human beings, or of one sex over another. It does cele
brate a child’s generous view of the world and a child’s 
love of that world.

Charlotte’s Web is a kind of fable, of course; but it 
is also a pastoral—an eclogue that takes its readers 
back to an early vision of an arcadia. It is itself a pas
toral game, a form of play, and its effects are partly, 
perhaps heavily, nostalgic. If adults still possessed the 
world of the barn, they would not be so moved by a 
description of it. They love its memory because they 
have lost the original. They also love it because in 
loving it they are persuaded of its truth and perhaps 
of its perpetuity. Charlotte’s Web can be “explained” 
in Wordsworthian, Blakean, or Proustian ways. As we 
grow older we lose the vision, but not beyond recall; 
in the vision of innocence is contained the wisdom 
of experience; the act of remembrance of things past 
affirms their value, affirms our value, and creates a 
sense of man freed from the clutches of time. Read
ers of Charlotte’s Web momentarily enjoy this free
dom because W hite succeeded in getting in touch 
with himself, w ith “the child that is h imself.”
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Letters

(Continued fro m  page 2)
widespread that it has become the 
norm . The m ost tragic sym ptom  
that the bastardization of the En
glish language will continue is the 
fact that so many teachers, the key 
persons responsible to teach and 
model the good use of English, do 
not possess adequate English skills 
themselves. Our younger teachers 
are a product of an educational sys
tem that has devalued the rigorous 
study intrinsic to learning one’s na
tive language well. Even the new  
standards for English Language Arts 
fail to address teaching the more 
subtle and sophisticated elem ents 
of language. Somehow, students are 
su p p o sed  to  gain know ledge of 
those elements of language that ele
vate its use beyond a conversational 
to a scholarly level by some magical 
process. Perhaps people really be
lieve that the com puter can take 
care of all language e rro rs  w ith  
su ch  tec h n o lo g ic a l c ru tc h e s  as 
spell-check  and gram m ar-check. 
Past participles, collective nouns, 
adverbs, gerunds, concordance of 
tenses, and any punctuation beyond 
a p e rio d  are m yste ries  to  m any 
sporting a framed diploma of higher 
e d u c a tio n  in th e ir  p ro fe ss io n a l 
space . Many m em os and le tte rs  
written daily by professional educa
tors reveal an inability to communi
cate at a level commensurate with 
the level of education attained. All 
the  reasons to w h ich  Mr. O rr al
luded in his article are the culprits. 
I w o n d e r  ho w  m any rea d e rs  
skipped over this article, not even 
recognizing the alarm implicit in its 
title. If our most educated are un
aware of the disease, who will rec
ognize the need for a cure?

M ary  A n n  Sem entelli

W e b st e r , N e w  Y o r k

I am a 15-year-old student, and 
after reading the article “Verbicide,” 
I found that I was very offended.

Yes, I have w a tc h e d  Je rry  
Springer and Temptation Island and 
laughed and thought how screwed 
up it is, but it’s just entertainment. I 
enjoy and love listening to music 
w ith these so-called horrible mes
sages. But all of this is just fun to 
m e. I k now  in my h e a rt w h a t I 
want, and I and I alone can and will 
make the decisions that will affect

my life. I have an excellent school 
record, straight A’s, tons of extra
curricu lar activities, bu t I do say 
“like,” “really,” and “cool” a lot. And 
you know  what? It’s not going to 
ruin my life. I’m glad I do. I feel like 
I fit in with my friends and the cul
ture of my tim e, but I still know  
where I am going in the future.

It is no longer 1950, or whatever 
period of time that adults of today 
wish it was. It’s 2001, and it’s time 
for adults to wake up and under
stand what it is that we are feeling.

— E m ily  Fusco 
C a n a n d a ig u a , N e w  Y o r k

It seems ironic to me that David 
Orr requires several pages for his 
simple observation that, “...we are 
losing the capacity to say what we- 
really mean....” If Mr. Orr is so con
cerned about the English language, 
he should get an editor whose job it 
should be to print no more than 10 
to 20 percen t of Mr. O rr’s future 
ramblings.

R ather th an  e lab o ra te  on th is 
idea, I will try to set an example for 
conciseness.

— Lem uel J. C h asta in
R o c k  aw a y  Pa r k , N e w  Y o r k
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members and their families (including 
parents) are eligible.

Sign on today!
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